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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, DC
Investigation No. 731-TA-343 (Final)
Tapered Roller Bearings and Parts Thereof, and Certain Housings
Incorporating Tapered Rollers from Japan
Determination
On the basis of th.e record !/ developed in the subject investigation, the
Commission unanimously determines, pursuant to section 735(b)(l) of the Tariff
Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)(l)); that an industry in the United States
is materially injured by reason of imports from Japan of
bearings and parts
rollers, all the

th~.reof,

for~go~ng

tapere~

roller

and certain housings incorporating tapered
provided for in items 680.3040, 680.3932, 680.3934,

680.3938, 680.3940, 681.1010, or 692.3295 of the Tariff Schedules of the
United States

annotateq~

that have been found by the Department of Commerce to

be sold in the United States at less than fair value (LTFV).
Background
The Commission jnstituted this investigation effective March 23, 1987,
following a preliminary determination by the Department of Commerce that
imports of the subject merchandise from Japan are being sold at LTFV within
the meaning of section 731 of the Act (19 U.S.C. § 1673).

Notice of the

institution of the Commission's investigation and of a public hearing to be
held in connection therewith was given by posting copies of the notice in the
Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, DC,
and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register of April 8, 1987
(52 F.R. 11347).

T~e

hearing was held iri

Washingto~~

DC, on May 12, 1987, and

all persons who requested the opportunity were permitted to appear in person
or by counsel .
.!/Th~. record is defined in sec. 207.2(i) of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR § 207.2(i)).

3

VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER ECKES
COMMISSIONER LODWICK, AND COMMISSIO.NER ROHR

·..

-t.'·:

We determine that an industry in the United States is materially injured

. by reason of ilJlports of tapered roller bearings and parts thereof and certain
housings incorporating tapered rollers from Japan, articles which the U.S.
Department of Commerce has determined are being, or are likely to be, sold in
.

11

the United States at less than fair value (LTFV). -

Our affirmative

determination is based on an assessment of the cumulative volume and effects
of imports from Japan together with imports from Hungary, Italy, the People's
Republic of China (PRC), Romania, and Yugoslavia which are the subject of
21 31

recently issued final antidumping duty orders. -

!/

--

We have found that

,·

See 52 Fed. Reg. 30700 (Aug. 17, 1987).
See 52 Fed. Reg. 22667 (June 15, 1987) (China); 52 Fed. Reg. 22319 (June
19, 1987) (Hungary);. 52 Fed. Reg. 23320 (June 19, 1987) (Romania);. 52
Fed. Reg. 30417 (Aug. 14, 1987) (Italy and Yugoslavia). (Invs. Nos.
731-TA-341, 342, 344, 345, a:nd 346 (Final), Tapered Roller Bearings and
Parts Thereof, and Certain Housings Incorporating Tapered Rollers, from
Hungary, Italy, the People's Republic of China (PRC), Romania, and
Yugoslavia).
Preliminary investigations Nos. 731-TA--341 through 346 were in.stituted
together on the basis of the same Timken petition and each investigation
covered the same types of merchandise.. See 51 1''ed. Reg. 31/32 (Sept.
4, 1986); 51 Fed. Reg. 36874 (Oct. 16, 1986); Tapered Roller Bearings
and Parts Thereof, and Certain.Housings Incorporating Tapered Rol_lers,
from Hungary, Italy, Japan, the People's Republic of China, Romani~, and
Yugoslavia, Invs. Nos. 731-TA--341 .through 346. (Preliminary), USlTC Pub.
189,9 (Oct. 1986). The Commission's final investigations proceeded
according to different schedules because Commerce extended the
(Footnote continued on next page)

4

during the period under investigation, the performance indicators of the
domestic industry have deteriorated, the volume and penetration of imports are
significant and have increased or remained constant, the value of such imports
has increased, and the increasing levels of imports have had an adverse impact
on prices in the United States for the like product.
Like Product and the Domestic Industry
Section 771(4)(A) defines the term "industry" as "the domestic producer,s
as a whole of a like product, or those producers whose collective output of
the like product constitutes a major proportion of the total domestic
production of that product."

4/

"Like product," in turn, is defined as "a

product which is like, or in the absence of like, most similar in
characteristics and uses with, the article[s] subject to an
investigation .

" 'J..I

The imports subject to investigation are:

tapered roller bearings and

parts· thereof (finished or unfinished); flange, take-up, cartridge, and hanger

(Footnote continued from previous page)
deadlines for issuing its preliminary and/or final LTF"V determinations
concerning imports from the six countries in quest.ion. See 19 u.s.c. §
.1673d(b)(2); 52 Fed. Reg. 5841 (Feb. 26, 1987); 52 Fed. Reg. 11347 and
11348 (Apr. 8 ... 1987) :· See also 52 Fed. Reg. 2125 (Jan. 20, 1987)
(Japan); 52 Fed. Reg. 6361 (Mar. 3, 1987) (Italy); 52 Fed. Reg. 6366
(Kar; 3, 1987) as amended at 52 Fed. Reg. 8404 (Mar. 17, 1987)
(Yugoslavia); 52 Fed; Reg. 8088 (Mar. 16, 1987) (the PRC); 52 Fed. Reg.
11721 (Apr. 10, 1987) (Hungary); 52 Fed. Reg. 11722 (Apr. 10, 1987)
(Japan); 52 Fed. Reg. ·11122 (Apr. 10, 1987) (Romania).

!I

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A).

'J..I

19 U.S.C. § 1677(10).

5

units incorporating tapered roller bearings; and·tapered roller housings
(except pillow blocks) incorporating tapered rollers, with or without spindles
!
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and Whether or not for automotive use. -

In the preliminary investigation
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of imports ft-om .Japan and in the recently cone luded ·final investigations of
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tapered roller bearings from Hungary, Italy, the PRC, Romania, and Yugoslavia,
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we concluded that the domestically.produced articles constituled a single like
..·"·
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,. 11 :.: :·
product .. -.
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However, in this investigation, var.tous respondents argued that the
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Commission should treat each of the following groups of articles as a discrete
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like product:
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1. . "precursor materials" (i.e., unfi.nished forged rings) and

··"finished·bulk parts" (L·e;, roll!ers and 'cages)· ()f -tap~red
roller bearings;
,, _;
,.... _',: . ..: ·.
.
2. unfinished tapered roller bearing components
· (i.e.--""unHnished.;outer 'rings and inner rings);
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See 52 Fed. Reg. 11347 (Apr. 8, 1987); 19 u.s.c. S 1673d(b)(1); 52 Fed.
Reg. 30700 (Aug. 17, ·1987). Product information obtained from the
previous final investigations of imports from Italy and Yugoslavia was
used in the present investigation. For a description of the
characitertstfcs ·.·or;" uses 'ot, ·:and markets fo~ 'the ·arti'cle's ·under
'ihvestfgat.'.ion, ·see generdly'-Tapered·Rchl~r Bea_rings :and Parts Thereof,
and' ce-rtain Hou~Hngs ·Incorporating ·Tapered· Rol:ters, from Italy and
Yugoslav'ia.,.. inv'i·. '--Nos.:- 731:-TA-342, and 346 ·(Final);· ·usrtc Pub. 1999 at
A-3 through A-13 and A-20 through A-27 (Aug. 1987).
US ITC Pub. 1899 at 4-6; · Tapered Roller Bearings anc1'. PartS Thereof,
and Certain Housings Incorporating Tapered Rollers, from Hungary, the
People's Republic of China, and Romania, Invs. Nos. 731-TA-341, 344, and
345 (Final), USITC Pub; 1983 at 3-9 (June 1987); USITC Pub. 1999 at 5~12.

§.!!.
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3.

finished tapered roller bearings. ~/

For the reasons sel forth below, we decline to adopt lhe respondents•
proposed like product definitions.
1.

Characteristics and Uses .. The essential charactectstics of a
.

'·,

finished tapered roller bearing are its ability to reduce fi"iction and its
9j

radial and thrust load-carrying ability. -

Neither finished components nor

unfinished components ·are, by themselves, capable of reducing friction or:carrying radial and thrust loads.

It is only after all parts and components

are finished and assembled into a complete tapered roller b'aring that the
antifriclion and load carrying functions can be performed.

10/

~

That

fact--coupled with the fact that neither finished nor unf in~shed parts or
components have any conunercial use other than as components of tapered roller
bearings

111

--is one of our primary reasons for finding it· inappropriate to

treat parts or components as separate like products.
2.

Interchangeability.

All tapered roller bearings and parts or

components thereof are not functionally interchangeable or

8/

substit~table_

for

See genera Uy Prehearing Brief of NTN Bearing Corp •..of· America et al.
(NTN) at 12-31; NTN' s Post.hearing Statement at 1-4.; m• s: Supplemental
Brief at 9-29; Prehearing Brief of Koy() Seiko Corp., Ltd. et al. (Xoyo)
at 1-24; Kayo's Posthearing Brief at 1-4; Xoyo•s Supp~$11lenta~ Brief at
2-13.

9/

See USITC Pub. 1999 at A-3, A-4, and A-6.

10/

Id. at A-8.

111

See td. at A-4, A-26, and A-27.

7

each other.

However; the problem of nonsubstitutability-or

'noninterchangeability. also applies to finished tapered roller bearings as a
class, unfinished components of tapered roller bearings as a class, and
·finished components of tapered roller bearings as a class.

Hence, the lack of

functional interchangeability among the respective classes does nol
necessarily mean that it ·would be appropriate to find that each class should
be considered a discrete like product.
3.

Manufacturing· Process and Production Faci.lities.

Finished tapered

·;roller bearings are the result of an integrated, multi-step, production
process.

Each step is necessary and does not alter the ultimate use of the

part or component being manufactured or finished.

12/

~

Manufacturers of

tapered roller bearing parts generally have the capability to produce finished
tapered roller bearings.

Moreov~r,

there is a certain degree of overlap among

the production facilities used in the manufacture of tapered roller bearings
and those used in the manufacture of unfinished and finished components.
Those factors constitute an additional reason for rejecting the argument that .
there are separate domestic industries for parts or components of tapered
roller bearings.
For the foregoing reasons, we again determine that there ·is but a single
like product consisting of tapered roller bearings and parts thereof--finished
or unfinished; flange, take-up cartridge, and hanger unils 'incorporating

12/

We note further that there are some major similarities in the production
processes of various domestic.producers. See Id. at A-8 n.1.

r

8

tapered roller bearings, and tapered roller housings (except pillow blocks)·
incorporating tapered rollers; .with or without spindles, and whether or not
.
13/
for automotive use. ~
In the preU.minary invesligation of imports from Japan and in the
recently concluded final investigations of imports from Hungary, Italy, the
PRC, Romania, and Yugoslavia, we found that there was one domestic industry
and that it included all domestic companies which produced tapered roller .
bearings and parts thereof, and certain hous.ings incorporating tapered
rollers, during the period under

14/

investigation.~

We have, no reason to

revise that definition here.
Condition of the domestic industry
In determining the condition of the domestic industry, the Commission
-:.•:,

considers, among other factors, domestic consumption, production, capacity,
·< ..

capacity utilization, shipments, inventories, employment, and financial
performance.

15/

13/

Other important considerations in our decision not to treat parts or
components as separate like products from finished tapered roller
bearings are: (1) the Congressional admonition against defining the
like product "in such a fashion as to prevent consideration of an
industry adversely affected by imports under investigation" (S.Rep. No.
249, 96th Cong. 1st Sess. 90-91 (1979)); and (2) concern that the
remedial effect of an antidumping duty order issued as a result of these
proceedings could be minimized if various parts or components were
excluded from coverage under the order.

14/

USITC Pub. 1899 at 7-8; USITC Pub. 1983 at 9-10; USITC Pub. 1999 at 12
n.3.9.

15/

See 19

u.s.c.

§ 1677(7)(C)(iii).

9

The .:commies ion examined 'the condlti.on of the domestic tapered roller
· ' bearing industry most recently
le'

Italy and Yugoslavia;

in

the ·final' investiga.tfons of imports from

In those investigation·s·,: economic data ·concerning the

performance of the domestic industry'reflected adverse trends· -in many of the
indicators noted above.

We found.that \even though: some'of the domestic

industry's.performance indicators improved from 1983-84,· the industry's
·performance ·deteriorated from 1985-86, and overall 1986 levEils were below
. ,'
16/
those for 1983. - - Ko.rei:>ver, data c'on:cernirig the ''industry's performance
,·r. during· the first· quartE!r· of 1987 showed that some of the declining tr~nds

continued during that period, a:s compared with tlie· correspon:cHng period of

1986~·

171

Since we have used 'the· industry data from the Italy and

·. Yugoslavia investigations in· the ··cifrrent investigation,

181

we agairi

determine that the domestic· tapered roller bearing industry is experiencing
material injury.
cumulation
The Commission is required to cumulatively assess the volume and effect
of imports.subject to investigationfrom two or more countries if the
'

imports:
i·

(2)

\

(1) compete with each other and with the domestic

like

product,

·are subject to investigation, and (3) 'are marketed within a reasonably

. .;.
I.,

See USiTC Pub: 1999 at 13-14.
17/

Id. at 14-15.

18/

see Report
-..

at· A-L

·

10
191 . th
. 'd en t'· per id
. ·of i'mports from
co1nc1
o . ·In·· e ·prel imi 'nary i nves'l'1gat1ori
Japan and in the recently concluded.final investigat.ions·of imports from
Hungary, Italy, the PRC, Romania; ·and·Yugoslavia,

we

found it apprbpriate to

cumulate the effect.of prices and volumes of imports from ·Hungary, Italy,
Japan, the PRC, Romania; and Yugoslavia. ·

201

In the present final

investigation, no new information has been brought to our attention whieh
leads us to believe that cumulation is. inappropriate or th'.at imports. ·from any
individual country should be excluded from a cumulative analysis.
R~spondent

NTN Toyo Bearing

Co.~

211

Ltd. et al. (NTN) argued that the

Commission lacks the authority to issue a final determination.' covering NTN's
0-4 inch imports tn connection with the current proceedings.

In the present

proceedings, however, both Commerce's preliminary and final LTFV
determinations concerning Japanese imports· expressly covered

19/

19 u.s.c. § 1677(7)(C)(iv); H.R. Rep. No. 725, 98th Cong., 2nd Sess.
36-37 (1984).
:i ·
I '

20/:

USITC Pub. 1899 at 11-14; USITC Pub. 1983 al.12-15; USITC Pub. 1999 at
3, and 15-17.

21/

Commissioner Lodwick notes that Commerce extended its deadline for
issuing a preliminary T.TFV determination concerning imports from Japan
after determining that the case was extraordinarily. complicated, and.
that Commerce extended the deadlines for issuing flnal LTFV
determinations concerning imports from all six countri_es at the request
of various respondents. See 52 Fed. Reg. 2125 (Jan .. 20, 1987) (Japan);
52 Fed. Reg. 6361 (Har. 3, 1987) (Italy); 52 Fed. Reg. 6366 (Kar. 3,
1987) as amended at 52 Fed. Reg. 8404 (Mar. 17, 1987) (Yugoslavia); 52
Fed. Reg. 8088 (Mar. 16, 1987) (the PRC); 52 Fed. Reg. 11721 (Apr. 10,
1987) (Hungary); 52 Fed. Reg. 11722 (Apr. 10, 1987) (Japan); 52 Fed.
Reg. 11722 (Apr. 10, 1987) (Romania).

11

.
22/
NTN's.0-4 inch itnport.s. · . Therefo~e.,.

$S_ama~t.er

of, law; t.his final:

investigation and the.resulting commission determinati~~:must $lso address
23/
those imports. In the absence of any
cumulation is

new.informat~o~.which

inapp~~priate~r

leads us t.o believe lhat

that any of the LTFV_imports should.be

ft"om our analysis, we haye cumulatively; assesse_d. the volume and
impot"ts ft"om Hungary;j Italy, J'pan,

th~

excl~ded

~ffect

of the

PRC, Romania, and Yugoslavia:

Material injut"Y by reason of unfairly traded imports
In determining whether the domestic industt"y is materially injured "by
reason of" LTFV impot"ts, the Commission considers, among other factors, the
volume of imports, the effect. of impot"ls on prices in the United States for
the like product., and the impact of such imports on the t"elevant d0mestic
24/
industt"y. In the recently concluded final investigations of impot"ts ft"om Italy and
Yugoslavia, we cumulatively assessed the impact of imports ft"om the six
countt"ies in question.

As we did in those investigations, we again find that

the large and stable volume and penett"ation of LTFV imports, the increasing
value of such imports at a time of declining shipments by the domestic
industry, and evidence of fairly consistent underselling by the subject

22/

See 52 Fed. Reg. 9905, 9907 (Mar. 27, 1987); 52 Fed. Reg. ·30100; 30709
(Aug. 17,1987).

23/

See 19 U.S.C. S 1673d(b)(l).

24/

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B).

12

imports .at a time of

d~clining

prices demonstrates that those imports are a

cause of material injury to the ·domestic industry.

251

For the foregoing reasons and the other reasons specified in our opinion
concerning material injury by reason of imports from Italy and
26/
Yugoslav.la, we determine that the domestic industry producing tapered
roller bearings and parts thereof and certain housings incorporating tapered
rollers is materially injured by reason of LTFV imports from Japan.

251

Data from the Italy and Yugoslavia investigations were used in the
present investigation. Therefore, ~ generally USITC Pub. 1999 at
17-19. See also Report at A-2 ~md A-3_.

26/

See USITC Pub. 1999 at 18-19.
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VIEWS OF CHAIRMAN LIEBELER
.. Ipv. No. 731-TA-343(Final)
Tapered Roller Bearings and Parts Thereof,
and Certain,Housings.rncorpo+ating Tapered
Rollers from Japan

;

'

I determine that. an
materially injured by

ind~stry

in.the United States is

of imports of tapered roller

rea~on

bearings and parts thereof, apdcertain housings
incorporating tapered rollers, from Japan which the
Department of Commerce has determined are being sold at
1

less than fair value (LTFV>'.

I concur with the

majority in· its discussion of related parties and
definition of the domestic industry.

Although I concur

with the majority in its discussion of like product, I do
so with the same reservations advanced by Vice Chairman
Brunsdale in her opinion.

I do not 'join the· comin'issi'on's views on cumulation,
and concur with the views on cumulation expressed by Vi~~-
Chairman Brunsdaie in' her opinion,· ·as well- as· those first
expressed by the Vice. Chairman o~ pages 43 to 53 of her

1

Material retardation is not an issue because the
industry is well established.

14
opinion in the case of Tapered Roller Bearings and Parts
Thereof, and Certain ·Housings Incorporating Tapered
Rollers From Hungary, the People's Republic of China, and
Romania, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-341, 344, and 34'5 ·(Final) (USITC
Pub. No. 1983, June 1987).

For purposes of assessing

causation of material injury in this investigation, I
cumulated only imports from Italy and Japan.

I have not

cumulated imports from Hungary, the People's Republic of
China, Romania·, .. and Yugoslavia with those: from: Italy and
Japan because of differences in quality between 1m'ports
from the different sets of c6untries.

With respect to the issue Of condition. of the
domestic industry, I concur with the views set. forth
Vice Chairman Brunsdale in her opinion.

~y

I provide below

my own views with respect to the issue of causa'tion.

Material Injury by Reason of Imports

In order for a domestic industry to prevail iri a
final investigation, the Commission must determine that
dumped or subsidized imports cause or threaten
to
.
. . cause
material injury to the domestic industry producing.the

15

like product.· First,_.the_ Commission. must determine
whether the domestic industry producing the like product
is.materially i~jured or is threa~ened with material
injury.

Second, the Commission must determine whether any

injury or.threat thereof is by reason of the dumped or
subsidized imports.

Only if the Commission finds both

injury and causation, will it make an affirmative
determination· "in the investigation.
''

Before analyzing the data, however, the first
question is whether the statute is clear or whether one
must resort to the legislative history in order to
interpret the relevant sections of the antidumping law.
In general, the ·acbepted rule of statutory construction is
that a statute, clear and unambiguous on its face, need
'.

,

not and cannot be interpreted using secondary sources.
Only statutes that are of doubtful meaning are subject to
2

such

s~atutory interpretat~on~

The

~tatutory

language used,for both parts of the

two-part analysis is ambiguo.us. . "Material injury" is

2

·Sands, Sutherland Statutory Construction
(4th Ed.)

Sec. 45.02

16

defined as "harin which is not inconsequential, immaterial,
3

or unimportant."

This definition leaves unclear what

is meant by harm.

As for the causation test, "by reason

of" lends itself to no easy interpretation, and has been
the subject of much debate by past and present
commissioners.
as to the

Clearly, well-informed persons may differ

inter~retation

of the causation and material

injury sections of title VII.

Therefore, the legislative

history becomes pelpful in interpreting title VII.

''

The ambi9uity arises in part because it is clear
that the presence in the United states of additional
foreign supply will always make the domestic industry
worse off.

Any time a foreign producer exports products.

to the United States, the increase in supply, ceteris
paribus, must result in a lower price of the product than
would otherwise

~revail.

If a downward effect on price,

accompanied by a Department of Commerce dumping or subsidy
finding and a

C.o~ission

finding that financial indicators

were. down were al'l that were required for an affirmative
determination,,. there would be no need to inquire further
into causation.

3

19 u.s.c. sec. 1977(7)(A)(l982).

17
But.the legislative-hist~ry.sho~s that the mere
presence of LTFV .·or subsidized imports is not sufficient
to estabiish'causation.

In.the.legisl~tive history to the

Trade Agreements Acts of 1979·, Congress stated:
,.

:

(T]he I'l;.'C. will consiQer information which
indicates that harm is caused by factors other

. 4
than the subsidized.import~."

The

Fin~nce

commi ~-~ee

emphasiz~d

the.· need for .. an . ·

exhaustive causation analysis, stating, "the ,Commission
must satisfy itself that, .in light of all the information
. p~esented_, ther~: is a suffic.ient ca~sal link between the
.. .
5
less-ttian...;f~i~-,Value. i,mp~rt;~ and the requisite. injury. It

'
The Senate Finance Committee
ackriowledged that the

causation analysis would not be easy:
•

j.

i

"The determination
...

of the ITC with respect to causation is, under current
law, 'and· will be~ unde.r section 735, complex and

, ..

.'

'

4

Report on the Trade Agreements Act of 1979;
No. 249, 96th Cong. 1st Sess. 58 (1979).
5

Id.

s. Rep.

18
6

difficult, and is matter for the judgment of the ITC."
Since th~ d~mesti.c. industry is no doubt wors~ off by the
presence of any imports (whether LTFV, subsidized, or
fairly traded) and Congress has directed that this is not
enough upon which to base an affirmative determination,
the Commission must delve further to find what condition
Congress has attempted to remedy.

In the legislative history. to the 1974 Act, the senate
Finance Committee stated-:
This Act is not a 'protectionist' statute
designed to bar or restrict U.S. ·imports; rather,
it is a statute designed to free U.S. imports
from unfair price discrimination practices. * * *
The Antidumping Act is designed; to discourage and
prevent foreign suppliers from using unfair price
discrimination practices to the detriment of a
7

United .States industry.
Thus, the focus of the analysis must be on what
constitutes unfair price discrimination and what harm
results therefrom:
[T)he Antidumping Act does not pro.sc.ribe
transactions which involve selling ·~r imported

6

Id.
7

Trade Reform Act of 1974, s. Rep. 1298, 93rd Cong.
2d Sess. 179.

. 19
product at· a price which·is-not lower· than that
needed to make the product competitive in the
u.s. market, even-though the price df the
imported product is lower than its home market
8

price.

This "difficult and complex" judgment by the
Commission is. aided greatly.by the use of· economic and
financial analysis..

One of the most important assumptions

of traditional.microeconomic theory is that firms attempt
9

to maximize profits.

Congress was obviously familiar

with the economist's tools:

"[I)mporters- as prudent
.

~

businessmen dealing fairly would be interested in
maximizing· profits by selling at prices. as high as

th.~

10 '.

U.S. market would bear."

An assertion of unfair price discrimination should be
accompanied by a factual record that can support such a
conclusion.

In accord with economi·c theory and the

legislative history, foreign firms should be presumed to

8

Id.
9

See, ~, P. Samuelson & w. Nordhaus., Economics
·42-45 (12th ed. 1985) ; w. Nicholson, Intermediate
Microeconomics and Its Application 7 (3d ed. 1983).
10

Trade Reform Act of 1974,
2d Sess. 179.

s.

Rep. 1298, 93rd Cong.
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behave
rationally.
..
.

Therefore, if the factual setting in

which the unfair imports occur does not support any gain
to be had by unfair price discrimination, it is reasonable
to conclude that any injury or threat of injury to the
domestic industry is not "by reason of" such imports.

In many cases unfair price discrimination by a
comp~~itor

would be irrational.

In general, it is not

rational to charge .a price below that necessary to sell
one's product.

In certain circumstances, a firm may try

to capture a sufficient market share to be able to raise
its price in the future.

To move from a position where

the firm has no market power to a position where the firm
has such power, the firm may lower its price below that
which is

necessa~y

to meet competition.

It is this

condition which Congress must have meant when it charged
us "to discourage and prevent foreign suppliers from using
unfair price discrimination practices to the detriment of
11
a United.States ir:i.dustry."

In Certain Red Raspberries from Canada, I set forth a
framework for examining what factual setting would merit

11
Trade Refo~ Act of 1974,
2d Sess. 179.

s.

Rep. 1298, 93rd Cong.
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an affirmative finding under the law interpreted in light
12

of the. cited legislative history.
The stronger ·the ev'idenb~:. of the . iollowi~g . . .
. the more, likely that ~n affi~~~iv.e ,determinati.on
.will be·made: · (1) large and increasing market
share, (2) high dµmp;ing,or subsidy.~qrgins, (3)
homogeneous products, (4) ·declining prices and
(5) barriers to.e;ntry
to other,.
foreign producers
. .
.,
.
13
(low elasticity
()f supply
:i,mports).
·.
'
- . ..
.
. . of . o:th~r
' ..
~

'

The statute req\ifres the,Coruni~si.~n

to

examine.the volume

of imports, the.effect. of i~ports' on prices, and. the
.

.

. .

general ·impact of ·'imports on domestic producers.

14

The

legislative history . p~ovldei:. some ·guidance for.applying
these criteria~
statutory

The factors iiic~rporate.both the

criteri~ ·and' the guld~nc~ pr~vid~d by.th~
:

legislative history.

'.

What follows is an evaluation of
. '

each of these factors' in tur~: .

12

Inv. No. 7Jl~T:A.:..J;9~'(Finai), USITC Pub. 1680, at11-19 (1985) (Additional Views: ,of Vic~ c.h.airman-----· : ·;
Liebeler) • · ' : · ·· ,_ ·-' ·
·
··
13

Id. at 16.
14

i9 u.s.c. 1677(7) (B)-(C) (1980

&

cum. supp. 1985).
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causation analysis

Let us start with import

penetration.data~

A large

market share is a necessary condition for a seller to
obtain or enhance market power through unfair price
discrimination.

LTFV imports of tapered roller bearings

from Italy and Japan have been, on a quantity basis,
between fourteen a:rtd twenty percent of apparent

u.s.

consumption from.1983 through the first quarter of
15

1987.

over this period of time, penetration trends

have been erratic, although on a qilantity basis they have
16

trended upward in recent years.

Japanese arid Italian

imports have thus been moderately high and generally
increasing. ·Consequently, import penetration data· are not
inconsistent with an affirmative determination.

The second factor is a high margin of dumping or
subsidy.

The higher the margin, ceteris paribus, the more

15

USITC Pub. No. 1999 at Table 26; Report at A-3. On
a value basis, Japanese and Italian imports;have been
around ten percent of apparent U.S. consumption for the
same time period. Id.
16

Id.
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likely.
the
pr:oduct·
. it . i~ that
. '
. .
...
..
.

.

.

~

is·b~ing
.

sold.

belo~

the

. .17·
...
competitive· pric·9·· and the more likely it is that the
domestic producers will be adversely affected. The LTFV
18
margin for Italy is 124.75, , while the LTFV margin for

7:

Japan ranges~ . by COmp'any I froni 4 05;. ~~r~ent to 7 Q 4 4
19
percent. · Basecf ort. 1986: qua~t.ity' figur~~' the
o

cumulated' weighted · dlinipi~g' .ma~giri f~~ Japan· and Italy is
20
50.8 percent.
This'~~rgih'is'moderately high, and not
inconsistent ·with'an~ffirmati-V:e determination.

The third ,facto:f is the homogeneity:of the products.
:.

.....

.,

•

,1

•·

•I

.'

The more . .homogeneous
the.
.
.
. products,.,
.. .
. the greater .will be the
.

effect of any aJlege(ily

.

.

.~

.

~.nfair practic~.. on

domestic

producers. · While there are some differences, the Japanese ·. ·.

17
See text accompanying
18

.

·note

8, supra.
·.

USITC Pub. ·No. 1999 at A-19.
19
'
Report at A-·2. These· .figures· are considerably
higher than those preliminarilydetermine(i by the.
Department·of Commerce.See USITC Pub. No. 1999 at
Appendix c, a-18.
~. 20
This figure is over twice as high as the one used
in an earlier case in evaluating injury by ·reason of
Italian imports. See Tapered Roller Bearings and Parts
Thereof, and Certain Housings Incorporating-Tapered. ·
Rollers from Italy and Yugoslavia, 731-TA-342 & 346,
August 1987, USITC Pub. No. 1999 at 63.

··1
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and Italian products are basically fungible with domestic
products.

Thus, this factor is also consistent with an

affirmative determination.

As to the fourth factor, evidence of declining
domestic prices, ceteris paribus, might indicate that
domestic producers were lowering their prices to maintain
market share.

~he

For

products investigated, domestic

prices have generally decreased from 1984 to March,
21

1987.

Producer prices decreased for seven of the ten

available price

se~~~s,
~

series ranged from

and price declines for these seven
22
percent to 41 percent.
Domestic

prices have been con$istent with an affirmative
determination.

The fifth factor is barriers to entry (foreign
supply

elasticity)~

If there are barriers ·to entry (or

low foreign elasticity of supply) it is more likely that a
producer can gain

m~~ket

power.

In 1986, imports from

Japan and Italy constituted a clear majority of those

21

USITC Pub •. No. ··1999 at A-89.
22

Id. at Tables 27 to 31.

25

tapered roller bearings . i.mpe>i;-.ted . into _the United
;

•

'

~

•

.

1

••

•

• •

•
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States,

although tapered· rc)ller' bearings were also

imported from a wide· ~ariety of. bther"''co~rit~ies:.·

s·oo, ooo

countries from which over

tapered rotler bearing

units were imported ±n i986 included:
Canada, 'France, west Germany,-· Hortg
.

Romania, and·

24

Yugoslavia~:·

·

Australia, Brazil',

Kong,

Hungary, Mexico,

It should be 'noted that

imports from·. some of :these :countries are currently subject
tO anti-dumpiri'g Orders I ·and ·that .$0lne Of 'these imports I . aS
well as others,· di·ffer i'n qu'ality wliei-1 conipa~ed' ·,to' those
from Japan and Italy •. Nevertheless,. the.fact ·remai'ns that
imports from a wide variety of countries other than Italy
and Japan do enter the

u.s.·market~

It thus appears that

evidence on this factor is mixed, with the precise degree
of restraint imports from·other countries place on
Japanese and Italian market power difficult to assess.

All .. of· these· factors ·must be considered in' each case
to reach:' a sound determination. ' While 'evidence' on
barriers to entry is mixed';.· ali other factorl3 tend to cut

23

USITC Pub. No. 1999 at Table 22.'
24

Official Statistics of the U.S. Department of
Commerce, _1986.
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in favor of an affirmative determination.

Although import

penetration trends have been somewhat erratic,. on a
quantity basis import penetration has been increasing in
recent years, and has been at a moderately high level.
Moreoyer, Japanese and Italian imports are
homogeneous with

esse~tiallY.

u_. s. products, u. s •. product prl.ces have.

generally been declining, and the cumulated ~eighted ,
dumping margin based c;m 1986 quantities
is moderately
.
.
.·
.
.
high. Consequently, the evidence. in this case is
consistent with finding material injury by. reason o·f
dumped imports of tapered roller bearings from japan.

Conclusion

Therefore, I conclude that an industry in the United
States is materially injured by reason of

d~mped

impo.rts

of tapered roller bearings and parts thereof, and.certain ..
housings incorporating tapered rollers from_ Japan.
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,-ADDITIONAL. VIEWS OF VICE CHAIRMAN. ANNE E. BRUNSDALE
Tapered Roller Bearings from Japan·;
Investigation No. 731-TA-343_, (Final)
.· ....
September 23, 1987
'\

In this investigation, as in our previous investigation on
tapered roller bearings from Italy, I concur with Commissioners
Epkes, Lodwick,. and Rohr on many. points.·

I

·agree· ·With their

definitions of like ·product and domestic industry; and their;
finding that the domest1c industry is materially injured.·

In

addition,. I .·agree that -the material- injury is by reason of dumped
imports ·from Japan, -although my path to this conclusion·is
different from theirs ..; ··
,.

,.

Definition of...the. Like. 'Product and Domestic Industry
I agree that the like product in this investigation is all
tapered roller bearings and parts thereof, plus.certain housings
incorporating tapered rollers, and
that the
producers
of that
.
.
.
~

like product constitute the domestic industry'·.
., '.

'

The respondents · '

urged the Commission to treat-various component parts and
.

....

•.

)

.

- .

aEisembled tapered roller· bearings ·as separate· '1-ike· p:roduc:ts.

1

See,

~'

Koyo Seiko Corporation Supplemental Brief at

2-11; NTN Toyo Bearing Co. Posthearing Brief at 1-4.

1
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I cannot accept this recommendation.
First, although there are obvious physical differences
between the components and the finished product, the components
(both finished and unfinished) are used almost exclusively in the
2

assembly of tapered roller bearings.
indicates~

As the staff report

these components have almost no independent or
3

alternative

use~

Second, the facts of the case do not lend themselves to a
like product argument based upon substitutability.

NTN contended

that, because the components are not completely finished and the
tapered roller bearings are ready for immediate use by consumers,
4

the products are not like.

This argument does not provide the

Commission with a µseful standard for determining like product.
If the Commission

w~~e

to determine like product on the basis of

whether the products were ready for immediate use by consumers,

2

There is a small residual market for finished and
unfinished components. The purchasers in the·residual
market are tapered +oller bearing producers who finish the
components·into complete bearings or who purchase to
alleviate short-term material shortages. See USITC Pub.
1999 at A-27. The residual market accounts for a verj
small portion of consumption and is not significant:in ·
this case. See id. at A-21 (Table 4).
3

See id. at A-3-7.
4

Id.
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;·~nfinished produc~~.

(regardless. of·· the amount of processing

neces_sary- to complet.e the product) could'. never be considered
within the same
do not believe

.lik~

prodµct category . , as the f.inished product . . I

aongres.~'.

and~

intended. this result

reject :the ,respe>nden·:ts.'· contention.·

~·

.

accordingly, I

'

. ,Third, the channels of . distribution for bearings and·
~componen~s

are in most cases· quite different .. Most components
•,:

·:~~re tra11s~er:red

internally by producers :of tapered roller

5

bearings.. . .

':t'CilPe~ed,

rc;>ller bearings· are .sold in the open
..

6

market, mostly t<:? u:r;irelated. CO?lsume:rs.

·;.Some components are
7

sold in the open market, but the quantity is.not -significant.
Thus, even though there are some similarities, for the most part,
components and tapered roller bearings have different channels of
distri~utio~ •.

· ·:i;'inally,

man~facturing

facilities.· for components and
8

bearings over.lap-to 'Some degree •.

Timken in fact produces both·

5

See USITC Pub. 1999 at A-26.

7

-, ..

Id. at A-26-27, A-32.
8

See Tiniken Co. Prehearing Brief at 9; NTN Toyo Bearing·

C~Prehearing Brief at 17.
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9

components and bearings at the same:

~.aci~ities.

.

S.uch common.

facilities are .another indication.: that the comm.f.ssion

s~ould

.include both within the same like product.definition •
.The majority of.these factors lead me
should be one like product in this

to.~onclude ~h~re

invest~gatioJ'l•·"

In additiqn,

drawing the like product definition so narrowly cis. to e.xclude
components would circumvent congressional intent and allow for
10
easy avoidance of any sanctions.
Theref,o~e, ~ determine that
the like product in these investigatiol'.ls. c9nsists. of all tapered
roller bearings and. parts ther,eof, and certain }lousings
incorporating tapered rollers •.

Condition of Industry

·1

.~

.

·.

.

.

.:..

(

In determining the condition of the domestic industry, the.
Commission considers, among.other factors,.-domestic.consumption,
U.S. production, productive capacity, .capacity .utilization,
inventories, shipments, employment, and financial
11
performance.
Although the evidence on these factors is

9

See Timken Co. Prehearing Brief at 9.
10
Sees. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess.
(1979).
11

19 u . s . c • 16 7 7 ( 7 ) (c) ( iii) •

90-~·1

.
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somewhat mixed, the.record does make it clear that the domestic
tapered roller bearing industry experienced difficulties during
. the period under investigation.

Thus, domestic consumption and

production declined, as did the·number of workers in the
12
industry.
Moreover, the financial data show that the
industry as a whole suffered net losses from 1985 through interim
13
1987..
I therefore conclude for purposes of this
investigation that the domestic industry is suffering material
injury_.

Cumulation for Assessing Material Injury
Section 771{7) {C) {iv) of the Tariff Act of 1930 requires that the
'.

Commission cumulatively assess the volume and price effects of
imports from different countries if they are subject to
investigation and if they compete with each other and with the

12 .
.
See USITC Pub. 1999 at A-26 (Table 6), A-24 (Figure
3), A-29 (Table 7), A~33 {Table 11) .
. 13
See id. at A-36 (Table 13). For a more complete
discussion of the condition of this industry, see Tapered
Roller Bearings and Parts Thereof, and Certain Housings
Incorporating Tapered Rollers frqm Italy and.Yugoslavia,
Inv. Nos. 731-TA-342 and 346 (Final), USITC Pub. 1999 at
31-34 (August 1987) (hereinafter cited as Tapered Roller
Bearings from Italy and Yugoslavia].
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14
domestic like product.

Cumulation is intended to allow the

Commission to assess injury to domestic industry correctly in
situations where the harm is allegedly caused by the combined
effect of unfair imports from more than one country.
Petitioner in this investigation urged the Commission to
cumulate dumped imports of tapered roller bearings from Japan
with the dumped impol:'ts from Hungary, the People's Republic of
15
China (PRC), Romapia, Yugoslavia, and Italy.
It is

14

Trade and Tariff Act of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-573, 98
.. st~t. 294~~ 3033 .(codified at 19 u.s.c. 1677(7) (C) (iv)).
The purpose of this provision, added by Congress in 1984,
was to codify and mandate the Commission's previously
discretionary practice of applying cumulation on a
case-by-case.basis~
·See Trade and Tariff Act of 1984,
Conference Report to Accompany H.R. 3398, H.R. Rep. No.
1156, 98th Cong., 2nd Sess~ 173 (1984); see also generally
Mock, cumulation of Import statistics in Injury
Investigations before the International Trade Commission,
7 Nw. J. of L. & Bus. 433, 439-40 (1986).
15
See Prehearing Brief of the Timken Co. at 53-56. The
Department of Commerce made final determinations that
imports from Hungary, Romania, Italy, Yugoslavia, and the
People's Republic of China are being sold at LTFV. See
Tapered Roller Bearings and Parts Thereof, Finished or
Unfinished, from the Hungarian People's Republic; Final
Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value, 52 Fed.
Reg. 17,428 (ITA May 8, 1987); Tapered Roller Bearings and
Parts The~eof, Finished or Unfinished, From the Socialist
Republic of Romania; Final Determination of Sales at Less
Than Fair Value, 52 Fed. Reg. 17,433 (ITA May 8, 1987);
Tapered Roller Bearings and Parts Thereof, Finished or
Unfinished, From Italy; Final Determination of Sales at
(Footnote continued on next page)
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<;_

indisputable that,bearings from. all of

th~se

the domestic market at the same time.

Therefore, the Commission

countries were in

must. determine (1) whether the imports from.all five countries
are

subje~t

to investigation and (2)

wh~ther

they compete with

each other and with the domes.tic like product.
As to the .first issue, the commission made its final
determinations on bearings

~rom_the

five countries in June and

... August 1987 and Commerce issued its fi.nal antidumping-duty orders
16

forthwith.

I do not think, bowever, that this fact justifies_

(Footnote continued from previous page)
Less Than Fair Value, 52 Fed. Reg. 24,198 (ITA June 29,
1987); Tapered Roller Bearings and Parts Thereof, Finished
or Unfinished, From Yugoslavia; Final Determination of
Sales at Less Than Fair Value, .52 Fed. Reg. 2~,200 (ITA
June 29, 1987); Tapered Roller Bearings From the People's
Republic of China;.Final Determination of Sales at Less
Than Fair Value, 52 Fed •. Reg. 19,748 (ITA May 27, 1987).
For a complete.discussion of cumulation in this case, see
Tapered Roller Bearings and_ Parts Thereof~ and Certain~
Housings Incorporating Tapered Rollers from Hungary, the
People's Republic of China, and Romania, Inv. Nos.
731-TA-341, 344 and 345 (Final), USITC Pub. 1983 at 43-53
(June 1987) [hereinafter cited as Tapered Roller Bearings
from Hungary, the.PRC, and Romania].
16

,
See Tapered Roller Bearings from Hungary, the PRC, and
. : Romania, supra note 15, at 3; Tapered _Roller Bearings and
__ . ., Parts Thereof, Finished or Unfinished, from the Socialist
Republic of Romania; Antidumping Duty Order, 52 Fed. Reg.
23,320 (ITA June 19,· 1987); Tapered Roller Bearings and
Parts Thereof,- Finished or Unfinished, .from the Hungarian
People's Republic; Antidumping Duty Order, 52 Fed. Reg.
·
(Footnote continued on next page)
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a refusal to cumulate bearings from these countries.

The

Commerce Department agreed to different deadlines for these
. investigations, even though the petitioner had filed one petition
against all countries, after requests from respondents for more
time and after determining that the Japanese preliminary
17
investigation would require more time.
Because all six
investigations were initiated at the same time and because the
time between final determinations is relatively short, I believe
it consistent with Congress' intent to cumulate tapered roller
bearings from those countries already subject to outstanding
18
dumping orders with those from Japan.

(Footnote continued from previous page)
23,319 (ITA June 19, 1987); Tapered Roller Bearings and
Parts Thereof, Finished or Unfinished, from the People's
Republic of China; Antidumping Duty Order, 52 Fed. Reg.
22,667 (ITA June 15, 1987); Tapered Roller Bearings and
Parts Thereof, Finished or Unfinished, from Italy and
Yugoslavia, Antidumping Duty Order, 52 Fed. Reg. 30,417
(ITA August 14, 1987).
17

See 19 u.s.c. 1673d(b) (2); 52 Fed. Reg. 2,125 (ITA
Jan. 30, 1987) (extension of preliminary investigation for
Japan), 52 Fed. Reg. 6,361 (ITA Mar. 3, 1987) (extension
for Italy), 52 Fed. Reg. 6,366 (ITA Mar. 3, 1987) as
amended at 52 Fed. Reg. 8,404 (ITA Mar. 17, 1987)
(extension for Yugoslavia); 52 Fed. Reg. 8,088 (ITA Mar.
16, 1987) (extension for the PRC); 52 Fed. Reci. :11, 721
(ITA April 10, 1987) (extension for Hungary); 52 Fed. Reg.
11,722 (ITA April 10, 1987) (extension for Japan); 52 Fed.
Reg. 11,722 (ITA April 10, 1987) (extension for Romania).
18
This approach is consistent with previous decisions by
the Commission. See, ~, Certain Welded Carbon S~eel
Pipes and Tubes from Taiwan, Inv. No. 731-TA-349 (Final),
USITC Pub. 1994 at 18-20 (July 1987); Butt-Weld Pipe
Fittings from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-309 (Final), USITC
Pub. 1943 at 8-9, nn.25 and 26 (Jan. 1987).
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The second issue has several parts.

Although the petitioner

argued that imports from all six countries under investigation
19
.should be cumulated, I disagree.
In my view, the differences
in quality between bearings from the four nonmarket-economy
countries and those from Japan.and Italy are so great that the
20
two groups do not compete with each other.
They are not
sufficiently close substitutes to support the cumulation of all
imports in the analysis of the causation of potential injury in
21
Accordingly, I cumulate only the Italian imports
this case.
with the Japanese imports under investigation for purposes of
determining material injury in this case.

19
See Prehearing Brief of the Timken co. at 53-56.
20
For a more detailed discussion of this issue, see
Tapered Roller Bearings from Hungary, the PRC, arurRomania, supra note 15, at 43-53; Tapered Roller Bearings
from Italy and Yugoslavia, supra note 13, at 35-40; see
also USITC Pub. 1999 at A-62-65.
21
Central to the question of whether domestic and
imported bearings compete with each other is the issue of
their substitutability. The degree of substitutability
includes consideration of specific customer requirements
and other quality-related questions. See Certain Carbon
steel Products from Austria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany,
Hungary, Norway, Poland, Romania, Sweden, and Venezuela,
Inv. Nos. 731-TA-213-217, 219, 221-226, and 228-235
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1642 at 13 (February 1985). In
a case where all dumped imports are not substitutable and
should not be cumulated, it still might be appropriate to
assess separately the impact of imports in light of the
impact of other unfairly traded imports even though
cumulation is not appropriate.
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Respondents argued that 0-4 inch diameter bearings from NTN
should not be cumulated with the other bearings under
investigation because the NTN bearings were already covered by an
22
outstanding antidumping duty order.
It must be noted,
however, that the portion of the order that covered the NTN
23
bearings was revoked in 1982.
Consequently, those bearings
were not· subject to antidumping duties during the period of
investigation and thus cannot automatically be considered fairly
traded.

I therefore cumulate 0-4 inch diameter NTN bearings for

purposes of my causation analysis.

Causation Analysis:
from Japan:

Material Injury by Reason of LTFV Imports

I agree with my colleagues in the majority that dumped imports
22

see NTN Bearing Corp. Prehearing Brief at 10-11; 41 Fed.
Reg:-34,974 (Aug. 18, 1976); see also 46 Fed. Reg. 40,550
(Aug. 10, 1981).
23

47 Fed. Reg. 25,757 (June 15, 1982). The revocation was
challenged by Timken and has not been finally decided by the
U.S. court of International Trade. The Timken Co. v. United
States, Court No. 82-6-00890. The case has been remanded to
Commerce twice for additional findings. See The Timken Co.
v. United States, 7 CIT 319 (1984); The Timken Co. v. United
States, 630 F. Supp. 1327 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1986); 10 CIT.
Following the second remand, commerce advised the Court of
International Trade that the revocation should be rescinded
in part. Commerce did not, however, publish the proposed
rescission in the Federal Register or implement it. commerce
stated that it will not take any action until the proposed
(Footnote continued on next page)
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from Japan have materially injured the domestic industry.

'·~owever, my analysis. is somewhat different from theirs.
To analyze the effect of dumped imports on the domestic
.

.

'

industry, I believe it is necessary to consider, among other key

..

factors, the import penetration ratio for the dumped imports and
24
the dumping margin reported by the . Depa.rtment of Commerce.
,"<".The available evidence for Japan and Italy., even though much of
·'-it is confide.ntial, did reveal that the dumped imports from. these
countries captured a large share of the. U.S. marke.t.

Mdreover,

from 1984.. through 1986, the market share of the dumped imports
from Japan and Italy was large and stable when measured by
25
26
quantity,
and increased slightly when measured by value.
Finally, the

~umber

of units sold at less than fair value from

these two countries in 1986 was large

~-

over 40 million

(Footnote continued from previous page)
rescission is.judicially approved. See 52 Fed. Reg.
30, 700 (ITA Aug •. 17, 1987) .
24
For a discussion of the role of import penetration
ratio . and the dumping margin in assessing harm to a
domestic industry, see Memorandum from the Office of
Economics, EC-J-010-cJanuary ,7,.·1986), at 29-31.
25
See USITC Pllb. 1999 at A-60. (Table .26).
26
See id. at ·A-61 (Table 26).
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27
units.

The quantity-weighted average dumping margin for

these two countries was also high, reaching a level greater than
28
. 50 percent.
As I noted in mY discussion of cumulation, there is a high
degree of substitutability between the domestic and the Japanese
and Italian bearings.

As a consequence, they compete

head-to-head in many segments of the tapered roiler bearing
29
market.
Given thi$ close substitutability and the high
30
elasticity for domestic supply,
it is likely that the
combination of large import penetration ratios and high dumping
margins would have had an immediate impact on domestic sales.
The revenue loss suffered by the domestic industry in such a case
would be significant.
The combination of a large weighted-average dumping margin,
high product substitutability, and high penetration of dumped

27
This compares with production by U.S. industry of
180,569,000 units in 1986. See id. at A-29 (Table 7).
28
See Tapered Roller Bearings and Parts Thereof,
Finished or Unfinished, From Italy; Final Determination of
Sales at Less Than Fair Value, 52 Fed. Reg. 24,198 (ITA
June 29, 1987); Tapered Roller Bearings and Parts Thereof,
Finished or Unfinished, From Japan; Final Determination of
Sales at Less Than Fair Value, 52 Fed. Reg. 30,700 (ITA
Aug. 17, 1987).
29
See USITC Pub. 1999 at A-21 (Table 4), A-23 (Table 5).
30
See Memorandtim from the Office of Economics, EC-K-302
28, 1987).
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imports from these two countries (on both a quantity and a value
basis) leads me to conclude that Japanese imports caused material
injury to the domestic industry.

A-1
INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATION
Introduction
Following a preliminary determination by the U.S. Department of Commerce
that imports from Japan of tapered roller bearings and parts thereof, and
certain housings containing t.apered rollers 11 are being sold in the United
States at less than fair value (LTFV), the U,S. International Trade Commission
instituted antidumping investigation No. 731-TA-343 (Final). In this
·
antidumping investigation, the Commission must determine whether an industry
in the United States is materially injured, or threatened with material
injury, by reason of the subject imports.
The petition leading to this investigation also covered imports of the
subject products from Hungary, Italy, the People's Republic of China, Romania
and Yugoslavia. Due to Department of Commerce extensions, however, the
Commission's schedule for the conduct of ~he investigation on imports of
tapered roller bearings from Japan is later than that for the other
countries. '!:._/ The Commission's hearing on May 12, 1987 covered all six
countries and the two previous final investigations and reports on subject
products from Hungary, the People's Republic of China, and Romania (USITC
Publication 1983 of June 1987) and from Italy and Yugoslavia (USITC
Publication 1999 of August 1987) included trade data on all six countries.
This memorandum contains additional data on imports of the subject products
from Japan and is intended to supplement USITC Publication 1999, which is
complete in its coverage of product and trade information.
Background and Scope of the Current Investigation
Since the Commission's determination in 1974 that a U.S. industry was
likely to be injured by reason of LTFV imports of tapered roller bearings from
Japan and the Treasury Department's finding of dumping in 1976 with regard to
such imports, imports of certain tapered roller bearings from Japan have been
subject to periodic examination by the Department of Commerce and the Court of
International Trade (CIT). Commerce clarified the scope of the original
antidurnping order and revoked the order with respect. to one Japanese producer,

11 Tapered roller bearings and parts thereof, and certain housings containing
tapered rollers are imported under Tariff Schedules of the United States
(TSUS) items 680.30, 680.39, 681.10, 692.32, and elsewhere as provided for in
the TSUS.
'!:_/Notice of the institution of the Commission's antidumping investigations
and of the public hearing. held in connection with them was given by posting
copies of the notices in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade
Commission, Washington, DC, and by pubiishing the notices in the Federal
Register of Feb. 26, 1987 (52 F.R. 5841) and Apr. 8, 1987 (52 F.R. 11347). In
a vote taken on May 27, 1987, the Commission made affirmative determinations
(Chairman Liebeler and Vice Chairman Brunsdale dissenting) in the final
investigations involving Hungary, the People's Republic of China, and Romania
(invs. Nos. ?31-TA--341, 344 and 345). In a separate vote on July 30, 1987,
the Commission made affirmative determinations in the final investigations
involving Italy (inv. No. 731-TA-342) (Chairman Uebeler dissenting) and
Yugoslavia (inv. No. 731-TA-346) (Chairman Liebeler and Vice-Chairman
Brunsdale dissenting). Copies of the Commission's notices are presented in
app. A.

A-2
NTN Toyo Bearing Co., Ltd. Imports from Japan that are currently subject to
investigation (i.e., those not covered by the original order) include imports
of tapered roller bearings 0-4 inches in outside diameter from NTN; imports of
all tapered roller bearing sets, cone assemblies, and cups greater than 4
inches in outside diameter; imports of tapered rollers and all other bearing
parts; and unfinished tapered roller bearing components. Commerce recently
recommended to the CIT that Commerce's revocation of the outstanding.dumping
order be rescinded with regard to NTN Toyo. The CIT has not yet ruled on this
case. For further detail on previous and ongoing investigations, see USITC
Publication 1999, pp. A-1-3.
Nature and Extent of Sales at LTFV
The final LTFV margins determined by the Department of Commerce were
70.44 percent for Koyo Seiko Co., Ltd; 47.05 percent for NTN Toyo Bearing Co.,
Ltd.; and 47.57 percent for all others. Commerce found LTFV margins on***
percent (by quantity) of verified sales for Koyo and *** percent (by quantity)
for NTN. Commerce's conduct of the investigation, factors taken into
consideration, and methods used to calculate the LTFV margins are detailed in
Commerce's notice, which is included in appendix B. 11
Consideration of Alleged Threat of Material Injury
In its examination of the question of threat of material injury to an
industry in the United States, the Commission may take into consideration such
factors as the rate of increase of the subject imports, the rate of increase
in U.S. market penetration by such imports, the rate of increase of imports
held in inventory in the United States, the capacity of producers in the
exporting country to generate exports, and the price-depressing or pricesuppressing effect of the subject imports on domestic prices. These
factors are reviewed below.
Levels of imports of subject products
The total quantity of imports from Japan of finished tapered roller
bearings subject to investigation declined by *** percent during the period
under investigation, from*** units in 1983 to *** units in 1986. The value
of these imports increased by *** percent during this period, from *** in 1983
to*** in 1986. The total value of all subject imports from Japan, including
parts, rose by *** percent from 1983 to 1986, from *** to ***· On the other
hand, the value of imports of Japanese tapered roller bearing products during
January-March 1987 was *** percent less than that during the corresponding
period of 1986. Table 24 of USITC Publication 1999 (p. A-56) categorizes
imports of finished tapered roller bearings according to size and
further details trends in levels of imports of these products.
1/ The final LTFV margins determined by Commerce for countries covered in the
previous investigations were 0.97 percent for China, 7.42 percent for Hungary,
124.75 percent for Italy, 8.70 percent for Romania, and 33.61 percent for
Yugoslavia.

A-3
U.S. market penetration by subject products
On the basis of value, the market share accounted for by LTFV imports
from Japan increased by ·>t-M* percentage points, from
percent in 1983 to
percent in: 1986 .. On the basis of quantity, however, the market share of
imports from Japan was essentially the same in 1986_ as it was _in 1983.
Cumulative quantity and value of LTFV imports subject to investigation are
presented in table 26 of. USITC Publication 1999_ (pp. ~-60-61).

*"**

U.S. importers' ·inventories of

***

subj~c:!__p_roc;!ucts.

.

~

.

Inventories of tapered roller bearing imports from Japan subject to
investi'gation·rose by *** percent, while inventories as a ratio to imports
ipcreased from
percent to
percent during 1983.,...86. However,
inventories of imports from Japan were
percent lower during the first
quarter of 1987 than during t~e first quarter of 1986, and inventories as a
ratio-. to :imports were also lower during January-March 1987 than during
January-Marc·h 1986. Table 20 of USITC Publication 1999 (p. A-48)
presents inventories of· imports from Japan.

***

A~.i Hty'

***

***

of foreign pr:oducers to .generate exports

According'to "Market Share in.Japan, 1985" 1/ there are about 10
manufacturers of taperedroller bearings in Japan. The four largest
companies, NTN Toyo, Bearing Co., Ltd.; Nippon Seiko KK. (NSK); Koyo Seiko
Co., ~td.~ ~nd Nachi-Fujikoshi, accounted together for 93.6 percent of 1984
production .. ?_/ Estimated production share by company was 37. 3 percent for
NTN, 27.l percent for NSK, 19.7 percent for Koyo, and 9 .. 4 percent for
Nachi-Fuj ikoshi. 3/ . According to the U.S. -Department of State,
Nachi-Fuj ikoshi h;d. no exports of tapered roller bearings to the United States
from 1980 to 1986, but in March of 1987 the company exported a small quantity
of pilot products to the United States. Offi.ci~ls at the Department of State
named two other Japanese tapered roller bearing producers: Maekawa Bearings
Manufacturing Co., Ltd. and Osaka Bearing Manufacturing Co., Ltd. Maekawa has
had no exports of tapered roller bearings to the United States in recent
years·~· and Osaka has not exported these products to the United States since
1980. ii .
NTN, NSK, and Koyo, together, are believed to account for over 90 percent
of Japanese exports of tapered· roller bea_rings. to the United States.
Commission staff requested counsel for these tapered roller bearing producers
to supply information on the producers' capacity, production, shipments to the

11

This •ource·is published by YANO

Re~earch

Institute Ltd.

?_/ The Japan External Trade Organization provided a list of Japanese roller
b~aring manufacturers which consisted of only six companies.
NTN, NSK, and
Kpyo are iMcluded in this list.
~./ Information obtained from "Market Share in Japan, 1985," published by YANO
Research Institute Ltd.
1i.Information obtained from Japan desk~ U.S. Department of State on Aug. 21,
1987.:
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United States, home-market shipments, shipments to all other countries, and
end-of-·year inventories for the years 1983-86, and for January-March 1986 and
January-March 1987 (tabie 1).
Total shipments to the United States from NTN, Kayo, and NSK of finished
tapered roller bearings rose by *** percent from 1983 to 1986, from *** units
in 1983 to*** units in 1986 (table l, p. A--9). As a ratio to these
producers' total shipments (i.e., home market shipments, shipments to the
United States, and all other shipments), total shipments to the United States
increased by *** percentage points, from *** percent in 1983 to *** percent in
1986. Total shipments to the United States of tapered roller bearing units
accounted for *** percent of all shipments during January-March 1987 (as
compared with*** percent during January-March 1986). From 1983 to 1986
production of tapered roller bearings by the three companies declined by ***
percent, while inventories increased by *** percent. Capacity utilization
dropped by *** percentage points from 1983 to 1986.
Total shipments to the United States from NTN, Koyo, and NSK of finished
tapered roller bearings currently subject to investigation rose by *** percent
during the period under investigation, from *** units in 1983 to *** units in
1986. 11 During the same period U.S. shipments subject to investigation as a
ratio to total shipments of products which currently are subject to
investigation (or would be subject to investigation if exported to the United
States) rose by *** percentage points, from *** percent in 1983 to *** percent
in 1986. U.S. shipments subject to investigation as a ratio to total
shipments increased by ***· from *** percent in 1983 to *** percent in 1986.
NTN's shipments to the United States of finished tapered roller bearings
(all of which are subject to investigation) *** by *** percent from 1983 to
1986, from *'** units in 1983 to *** units in 1986 (table 1, p. A-7). As a
ratio to NTN's total shipments, shipments to the United States*** by***
percentage points during the period under investigation.
From 1983 to 1986
NTN's production of finished tapered roller bearings*** by*** percent, while
inventories *** by *** percent. During the same period, NTN' s capacity
utilization*** by*** percentage points.
From 1983 to 1986 Kayo's total shipments to the United States of finished
tapered roller bearing units *** by *** percent, from *** units in 1983 to ***
units in 1986 (table l, p. A-5). However, the company's shipments to the
United States of tapered roller bearings subject to investigation
by ***
percent during the period under investigation. Kayo's total production and
total inventories *** from 1983 to 1986 and its capacity utilization

***
***·

NSK's total shipments to the United States of finished tapered roller
bearings
during the period under investigation, from
units in 1983 to
***units in 1986 (table l, p. A-6). During the same period, the company's
shipments to the United States of tapered roller bearings subject to
investigation ***, from*** units in 1983 to*** units in 1986. While NSK's
total production of tapered roller bearing units ***, its inventories
and
capacity utilization ***·

***

***

***

.!/ lhe difference between the total quantity of imports from Japan of tapered
roller bearings cited on p. A-2 and the total quantity of Japanese exports of
these products given here is accounted for by dif_ferences in ***
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Table 1
Tapered roller bearings:
January-March 1987

Foreign producer data, 1983-86, January-March 1986, and
Januar~-March-:--

Item·
Koyo:
0-4 inches in outside
diameter:
Capacity 1f .... 1, 000 uni ts ..
Production ..... ; ...... do.·...
Capacity utilization
percent ..
Inventories .... l,000 units ..
Home market shipments. do ......
Shipments to the U. S .. do.' ...
All other shipments ... do ....
U.S. shipments as a ratio
to total shipments
percent ..
Over 4 inches in outside
diameter:
Capacity 1/ .... 1,000 units ..
Production ............... : ..-.
Capacity utilization
percent ..
Inventories .... l,000 units ..
Home market shipments. do ....
Shipments to the U.S. :!:,/
1, 000 uni ts ..
shipments
... do ....
All other
U.S. shipments as a ratio
to total shipments
percent ..
Subtotal:
Capacity 1f .... 1, 000 uni ts ...
Production ............ do ....
Capacity utilization
. ' percent ..
Inventories .... 1,000 uni ts.:
Home market shipments. do ....
Shipments to the U.S.
1,000 units ..
All other shipments ... do .. · ..
U.S. shipments as a ratio
to total shipments
percent.·.
See footnotes at end of table.

1983

1984.

1985

1986

1986

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***·
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

**K·

***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
·>!**

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

·***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
·>!**

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***.

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***

***

***

***

**K·

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***

1987

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
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Table 1
Tapered roller bearings: Foreign producer data, 1983-86, January-March 1986, and
January-March 1987--Continued
Item
NSK:
0-4 inches in outside
diameter:
Capacity ....... 1,000 units ..
Production ............ do.;,.
Capacity utilization
percent. .
Inventories .... 1,000 units ..
Home market shipments.do ....
Shipments to the U.S .. do....
All other shipments ... do....
U.S. shipments as a ratio
to total shipments
percent. .
Over 4 inches in outside
diameter:
Capacity ....... l,000 units ..
Production ............ do ....
Capacity utilization
percent. .
Inventories .... l,000 units ..
Home market shipments.do ....
Shipments to the U.S. 11
l,000 units..
All other shipments ... do ....
U.S. shipments as a ratio
to total shipments
percent. .
Subtotal:
Capacity ....... l, 000 uni ts. .
Production ............ do ....
Capacity utilization
percent. .
Inventories .... 1,000 units ..
Home market shipments.do ....
Shipments to the U.S.
1,000 units ..
All other shipments ... do ....
U.S. shipments as a ratio
to total shipments
percent. .
See footnotes at end of table.

1983

January-March1986
1987

1984

1985

1986

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***
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Table 1
Tapered roller bearings: Foreign producer data, 1983-86, January-March 1986, and
January-March 1987--Continued
Januar~-March-

Itein

1983

1984

1985

1986

1986

1987

***
***
***·
***
*** .
***
***

*** ***

***·
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***.
***

***
***

'***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***.

***'

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
·It**

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***.

***

***

***
***

***

***'
***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
.. ***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***.

.***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***

NTN:

0-4 inches in outside
diameter:
"Capacity y . ... i., 000 uni ts ..
.,. ·'Production ............ do.'-: ..
'capacity utilization
..,.
.
percent ..
I
Inventories .... l,000 uni ts ..
Home market shipments .do ....
..
Shipments to the U.S. ];/
l,000 unfts ..
All other shipments ... do ....
U.S. shipments as a ratio
to total shipments
percent ..
Over 4 inches in outside
diameter:
Capacity y ... . 1,000 units ..
Production ............ do ....
:.
'Capacity utilization
percent ..
Inventories .... 1,000 uni ts ..
t
'Home market shipments .def ....
···shipments to the U.S. ];/ .
.• ·.
1,000 uni ts' ..
All other shipments ... do.:: ..
U.S. shipments ·as· a ratio
to total shipments
.'
percent ..
'sl.ibtotal:
Capacity y ... . 1,oob uni ts ..
Production ............ do ....
Capacity utilization
.
percent ..
Inventories .... 1,000 uni ts ..
Home market shipments. do ....
Shipments to the U.S. ];/
1,000 uni ts ..
All other shipments· ... do ....
U.S. shipments as a ratio
to tota_1 · shipments
percent:.
~

·~

"

~

:

~~

See :footnotes at end of table.

'~

***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***
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Table 1
Tapered roller bearings: Foreign producer data, 1983-86, January-March 1986, and
January-March 1987~Continued
Item
Total subject products: ~/
Capacity ......... 1,000 units .. .
Production .............. do .... .
Capacity utilization.percent .. .
Inventories ...... 1,000 units .. .
Home market shipments ... d~ .... .
Shipments to the U.S. subject
to investigation.
1,000 units .. .
All other shipments ..... do .... .
U.S. shipments subject
to investigation as a ratio
to subject shipments ~/
percent ...
U.S. shipments subject to
investigation as a r•tio
to total shipments §./
percent ...
Total: §./
Capacity ......... 1,000 units ..
Production .............. do ....
Capacity utilization.percent ..
Inventories ...... 1,000 units ..
Home market shipments ... do ....
Shipments to the United
States ......... 1,000 units ..
All other shipments ..... do ....

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Total U.S. shipments as a
ratio to total shipments§./ ..
percent ...

11 Capacity is based on
~I

1985

1986

January-March1986
1987

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

1983

1984

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***'
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***·

Imports subject to investigation.

~I***

'J./ Capacity is based on

***. ***

January-March 1986 and Jan.uary-March 1987 capacity
figures represent 25 percent of annual capacity.
~I "Subject" products or shipments refers to products from Koyo, NSK, and NTN which
currently are subject to investigation, or would be subject to investigation if exported
to the United States.
§_/ "Total" products or shipments refers to all products from Kayo, .NSK, and NTN,
.
regardless of whether or not they are or would be subject to investigation if shipped to
the United States.
Source:

Counsel for the foreign producers.
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Other Issues
Counsel for NTN has maintained that the Commission does not have legal
authority to conduct an injury investigation concerning imports of tapered
roller bearings 4 inches and less in outside diameter produced by NTN Toyo.
According to NTN, such authority rests with the Department of Commerce, which
in January of 1987 rescinded its partial revocation of the antidumping order
regarding NTN. NTN subsequently challenged this decision in the Court of
International Trade, and NTN contends that the antidumping finding of 1976 has
"never been effectively revoked with regard to NTN since that agency action
[Commerce's] has never become final" (NTN's supplemental brief, August 18,
1987' p. 5).
Counsel for NTN has consistently argued that tapered roller bearings and
components are different "like products" and comprise separate domestic
·
industries. In its prehearing brief (p. 21), counsel for NTN identified a
small number of non-tapered roller bearing producers "which currently
manufacture, offer to manufacture or have manufactured unfinished rings and
finished parts in the past." Counsel for NTN believes these producers should
either be included in the tapered roller bearing industry, or the Commission
should narrow the "like product" scope of this investigation (field visits
with NTN officials, June 30, 1987). However,· in the U.S. producers' response
to the Commission's questionnaire, producers generally did not report
purchasing parts from any U.S. sources other than tapered roller bearing
producers.
Finally, NTN maintains that the company has been attempting to raise its
prices .throughout 1986 and 1987. NTN's supplemental brief includes a
memorandum to regional managers and a letter to customers from NTN Bearing
Corporation of America officials informing them of price increases which the
officials purportedly planned in light of the detline of the U.S. dollar.
Like NTN, Koyo argues that imported tapered roller bearing components and
finished tapered roller bearings are separate 11 like products." Counsel
projects that "any affirmative determination that includes components will
cause greater harm to the TRB industry as a whole than any injury presently
experienced by Timken" since five of the eight domestic producers rely on
imported parts for use in the manufacture of tapered roller bearings (Koyo's
supplemental brief, August 18, 1987). However, the remaining firms, Timken,
of all domestic shi,pments
Brenco, and Torrington, accounted for over
during 1986.

***

Lost Sales and Lost Revenues

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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its final injury determinations by June 5,
1987 (see aectiona 735(a) and 735(b) of
the Act (19 U.S.C. t813d(a) and
1673d(b))).
For further information concerning the
conduct of these investigations, bearing
procedures, and rules of general
application. consult the Commission'•
Rules. of Practice and Procedure, Part
207, Subparts A and C (19 CFR Part ?m),
and Part 201, Subparts A through E (19
CFR Part 201).
EFFECTIVE DATE: February 8, 1987.
FOR PURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

[lwtlptlona Nos. 731-TA-341, 342, 34f,
345, mMI 341 (fln8l)J

Tapered Roller Beartnga and Parle
Thereof, and Certain Houalng1,
lncorporadng Tapered RoDera from
Hungary, Italy, The People's RepubDc

of am., Romania, and Yugoslavia

International Trade
Commission.
ACTION: Institution of final antidumping
investigations and scheduling of a
hearing to be held in connection with
the investigations.
AGENCY:

IUllllARY: The Commission hereby gives

notice of the institution of final ·
antidumping investigations Noa. 731TA-341, 34Z. 344. 345, and 348 (Final)
under section 735(b) of the Tariff Act of
1930 (19 U.S.C. 1673d(b)) to determine
whether an Industry in the United State•
la materially injured, or la threatened
with material injury, or the
establishment of an industry in the
United States is materially retarded, by
reason of imports from Hungary (inv.
No. 731-TA-341), Italy (inv. No. 731-TA342), The People'• Republic of China
(inv. No. 731-TA-344), Romania (inv.
No. 731-TA-345), and Yugoslavia (inv.
No. 731-TA-348) of tapered roller
bearings and parts therefor provided for
In Tariff Schedules of the United States
(TSUS) items 680.30 and 660.39; ftange,
take-up, cartridge, and hanger units
incorporating tapered roller bearings.
provided for in TSUS item 681.10: and
tapered roller housings (except pillow
blocks) incorporating tapered rollers,
with or without spindles, whether or not
for automotive use, provided for in item
692.32 or elsewhere in the TSUS. which
have been found by the Department of
Commerce, in preliminary
determinations, to be sold in the United
States at lesa than fair value (LTFV).
Unless there investigations are
extended, Commerce will make ill final
LTFV determinations on or before April
18, 1987. and the Commission will make

Maria Papadakit (20z-523.-0439), Office
of Investigations, U.S. International
Trade CommiHion. 701 E Street NW..
Washington. DC 2JM38. Hearingimpaired individuals are advised that
information on tbit matter can be
obtained by contacting the
Commis~ona·s TDD terminal on 202724--000%.
8UPPLElllNTAllY INFORMATION:

Bac:kgromut
These investigations are being
instituted as a result of affirmative
preliminary determinations by the
Department of Commerce that importa
of tapered roller bearings and parts
thereof, and certain housings
incorporating tapered rollers from
Hungary, Italy, the People'• Republic of
China, Romania, and Yugoslavia are
being sold in the United States at leH
than fair value within the meaning of
section 731 of the act (19 u.s.c. 1673).
The investigations were requested in a
petition filed on August 25, 1988, by the
Timken Company, Canton. OH. In
response to that petition the
CommiHion conducted preliminary
antidumpi.ng investigations and, on the
basis of information developed during
the course of those investigations,
determined that there was a reasonable
indication that an industry in the United
States was materially injured by reason
of importa of the subject merchandiae
(51 FR 36874). I
Participation In the lnvestlgatlom.

Persona wiahins to participate in these
investigations aa parties must file an
entry of appearance with the Secretary
to the Commission. as provided in
1 'l1le petlUan aJld the Commlnlon'a prelimhwJ
afflnnatiYe determinationl alto COYered lmpor'8 of
the aubJect producta &Olll Japan. How11Yl!J', the
Department of Commerce bu determined that the

lnve1tiption lnvotvlna !•pan i. -.xtraordinarilJ
complicated• and. accordtngly. extended the date
for Ill preliminary la..cban fair nlua
detennlnaUon kl Man:b 23. lllll7. In Iba evmt that
Commm:e'• preliminary determination CDllClftlhla
lmporta from Japan 11 affinnatln. the Commiulon
will lnatitute an ln•eetta•tlan at that time.
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1201.11 of the Commission'• rules ·(19. ·
CFR 201.11). not later than twenty-one
(21) daya after the publication of this
notice in the Federal Register. Any entry
of appearance filed after this date will
be referred to the Chairman. who will
determine whether to accept the late
entry for good cause shown by the
person desiring to file the entry.
Service list.

three

(3) working days prior to· the · '
hearing (see I 201.6(b)(2) of the
Commission'• rules (19 CFR 201.6(b)(2))).
Written submissiona.

All legal arguments, economic
analyses, and factual materials relevant
to the public hearing should be included
in prehearing briefs in accordance with
I 207.22 of the Commission's rules (19
CFR 207.22). Poathearing briefs must
Pursuant to I 201.ll(d) of the
conform with the provisions of I 207.24
Commission's rules (19 CFR 201.ll(d)),
(19 CFR 207.24) and must be submitted
the Secretary will prepare a service list
not later than the close of business on
containing the names and addresses of
May lS, 1987. In addition, any person
all persons, or their representatives,
who baa not entered an appearance as a
who are parties to these investigations
party to the investigation may submit a
upon the expiration of the period for
written statement of information
filing entries of appearance. In
pertinent to the subjct of the
accordance with H 201.16(c) and 207.3
investigation on or before May 19. 1987.
of the rules (19 CFR 201.16(c) and 207.3),
A signed original and fourteen (14)
each document filed by a party to the
copies of each submission must be filed
investigations maul be served on all
with the Secretary to the Commission in
other parties to the investigations (as
accordance with I 201.8 of the
identified by the service list), and a
Commission's rules (19 CFR 201.8). All
certificate of service must accompany
written submissions except for
the documenl The Secretary will not
confidential business data will be
accept a document for filing without a_
available for public inspection during
certificate of service.
. regular_ business hours (8:45 a.m. to 5:15
Staff report.
.p._m.) mthe Office of the Seeretaty of the
Commission.
A public version of the prehearing
Any business information for which
staff report in these investigations will
confidential treatment is desired msst be
be placed in the public record on April
submitted separately. The envelope and
28, 1987, pursuant to I 207.21 of the .
all pages of such submissions must be
Commission's rules (19 CFR 207.21).
clearly labeled "Confidential Business
•
Information." Confidential submissions
Heanng.
and requests for confide~tial treatment
The Commission will hold a hearing in must conform with the requirements of
connection with these investigations
. I 201.6 of the Commission's rules (19
beginning at 9:30 a.m. on May 12, 1987, , CFR. 201:6). ·
at the U.S. International Trade
· Commission BuJlding, 70t E Street NW.,
'Authority: These imietigationa
beinj
Washington. DC. Requests to appear at
conducted under authority of the Tariff Act of
1930, title VD. 1bi11 notii:e i11 published
pursuant to-f 207.20 of the Commission·•
the hearing should be filed in writing
with the Secretary to the Commission :. rules (19 CFR 207.20).
not later than the close of business (5:15 .
Issued: February 17, 1987. .
p.m.) on April 16, 1987. All persons
· By order of the Commission.
desiring to appear at the hearing and
Keaneth'R. Muon,
·
make oral presentations should file
Secretary.
prehearing briefs and attend a
prehearing conference to be held at 9:30. ' (FR D<ic._ 87-3986 Filed 2-~; 8:45 am)
a.m. on April 21, 1987 in room 117 of the . BIWllG COOE 702CMl2otl
U.S. International Trade Commission
~=============
Building. The deadline for filing
prehearing briefa is May 8, 1987.
Testimony at the public hearing is
governed by I 'lJ1'/.23 of the
Commission'• rules (19 CFR 207.23). Thia
rule requires that testimony be limited to
a nonconfidential summary and analysis
of material contain~d in prehearing
briefa and to information not available
at the time the prehearing brief was
aubmitted. Any written materials
aubmitted at the hearing must be filed in
accordance with the procedures
described below and any confidential
materials must be aubmitted at least
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1987 (see sections 735(a) (jnd 735(b) of
the Act (19 U.S.C. 1673d(a) and · ·
1673d(b)J).
For further information· concerning the
conduct of this investigation. hearing
procedures, and rules of general
application, consult the Commission's
Rules of Practice and Procedure, Part
1»1 {19 CFR Part 207). Subparts A and C.
and Part 201 {19 CFR Part 201). Subparts
·A through C a~d Subpart E.
EFFECTIVE DATE: March 23, 1987.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

'.Jbereof, and Certain Houslnga

Maria Papadakis (202-523--0439), Office
of Investigations. U.S. International
Trade Commission. 701 E Street NW;,
Washington. DC 20436. HearingImpaired individuals are advised that
information on this matter can be
obtained by contacting the
Commission's TOD terminal on 202-7240002. Persons with mobility impairments
who will need special assistance in ·
gaining access.to the Commission
should contact the Office of the
Secretary al 202-523-0161.
·

Incorporating Tapered Rollers From

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

(Investigation .No. 731-TA-343 (FlnaQI

tape.:ed Roller Bearinga and Parts

.Japan
AGENCY: International Trade

Commission.
· ·
A~N: Institution of final antidumping ·
im·estigation and scheduling of a ·
hearing to be held in connection with
· the investigation.
SUMMARY: The Commission hearby
gives notice of the institution ol final
antidumpifl8 investigation No. 731-TA- ·
343 (Final) under section 735(b) of the
Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. t673d{b)) to
determine whether an industry in the .
UnUecl States is materially injured. Ol' is
threatened with material injury, or the
establishment. of an industry in the
United States is materially retarded. by
reason of imports from Japan of tapered
roller bearings and parts thereof
provided for i.a Tariff Schedules of the
United States (TSUS) items 680.30 and
680.39; flange, take-up, cartridge, and
hanger units incorporating tapered roller
bearings. provided for in TSUS item
681.tO: and tapered roller housings
(except pillow blocks) incorporating
tapered rollers. with or without spindles.
whether or not for automotive use,
provided for in item 692.32 or·elsewhere
in the TSUS, which have been found by
the Department of Commerce, in a
preliminary determination, to be sold in
the United States at less than fair value
(LTFV). Unless the inves'tigation is
extended. Commerce will make its final
LTFV determination on or before June 8.
1987, and the Commission will make its
final injury determinations by July 22.

Background
· This investigation is being instituted
as a result of an affirmative prelirnimtr)'
determination by the Department of·
Commerce that imports of t1tpcred rol!N
bearings and parts thereof, and certain
housings incorporating tapered rollers
from Japan are being sold in the United
States at less than fair value within th•'
meaning of section 731 of the Act (19
U.S.C. 1673). This Investigation was
requested in a petition filed on August
25, 1986, by the Timken Company,
Canton. OH. in which Timken alleged ·
that imports of tapered.roller bearings
end parts thereof. end certain housings
containing tapered rollers from Hungary.·
Italy. Japan. the People's Republic of
China. Romania. and Yugoslavia were
being sold in the United States at less
than fair value.
··
·
·
In response to that petition, the
Commission conducted preliminary
antidumping Investigations and. on the
basis of information 4eveloped during
the course of fhose i1,1vestigations,
determined that there was a reasonable
indication that an industry in the United
States was materially injured by reason
of imports of the subject merchandise
(51 FR 36874). On February 11. 1987, the
Commission instituted final antidumping
investigations on imports· of the subject
merchandise froni Hungary (lnv. No.
731-TA-341). Italy (Inv. No. 731-TA342). the People's Republic of China (ln\'.
No. 731-TA-344). Romania (In\'. No.
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.
. .• '! . . -; , • .
.1
,' _· ,·,-.·
:
•\,
should file pi:ehearing briefs and attend· ,. · Aulhority: This invP.s1igalion is being
a prehe11ring confcrcm:e to be held at. ·: . ·c0n~ucl,ed under authoritf of the Tariff A"' oi
9;30 a:m. on April 21, 198i in room n7'of 1930; Tiile VU. This notice is publishP.d
Partitipation in the Investigations
the U.S. International Trade· ·
· ·
pursuant to§ 207.20 of the Commission·~ ·
Persons wishing to participate in this·
Commission Building. The deadline for.·· ,··rulP.~ 119·cFR 207.2.0). , . ·.
·' · ·
investigation as parties must file an·
filing preheuring briefs is May 8. 1987.:: . · ·. fS'sucd:'April 2. 1987.·
entry of appearance with the Secretary
Testimony at the public hearing is·..
. '.fiy'o~.er~ri~e ,Co~ml&~ir.n,
lo the Commission, as provided in
governed by§ 207.23 of the.
ken~th.R. Mason,.
§ 201.11(b) of the Commission's -rules (19. Commission's rules (19 CFR 207.23). This · Secreto;}.. , .· . •'
.. . .
CFR 201.ll{b)). not later than twentyrule requires th~t testimony be limited to [FR Doc. 87..,-779Q filed 4-7"'67; us aml
one (21) days after"the publication of
a nonconfident1al summary and analysis ·., lllLUNG'COOE 1020-02-11 . : . . ., ., . .
this.notice in the Federal Register. Any
of material contained in prehearing . . . .
. .
. , ...
entry of appearance filed after this date
briefs and to information not available
~--..,.-.--,~-.----.--......,..~
.will be referred to the Chairman. who
et the time the prehearing brief was
..
.. .
· will determine whether to accept the
(lnveltigations Nos. 731-TA'"'342 and 346
submitted. Any written materials.
.
late entry for good cause shown by the
submitted at the hearing must be filed in (Final))
person desiring to file the entry.
accordance with the procedures
.. .
·Tapered ·Rofler Bearings and Parts
describ_ed below ~nd any confidential
Service list
materials must be submitted at least·
Thereo·f, ancfCertaln HOuslngs ·
Pu1suant to§ 201.U{d) of the .
thre~ (3) working days prior to the
>Incorporating Tapered Rollers From
Commission's rules.(19 CFR 201.11(d)).
.
Haly and Yugoslavia
hearing (see§ 201.6(b)(2) of the .
the Secretary will prepare a service list
... , . .
.·
Commission's rules (19 CFR 20l.6(b)(2))). ,
containing the names and adi_lresses of
Written submissions
· AGENCY: International Trade
all persons, or their representatives.
Commission. •· ·
···
All legal arguments, economic
., .
who are parties to this investigation
analyses. end factual materials relevant · ACTl~N: Revised scheduf~ fo,r_the .subj~cl
upon the expiration of the period for
to the public hearing should be included ... inve~'tigations. . · .· . ·. · · -, . · . .
fiHng entries of appearance: lit
in prehearing briefs in accordance with.
accordance with U 201.16(c) and 207.3
§ 207.22 of the Commission's rules (19
EFFECTIVE D~TE: March.JO, i987 ..
of the rules (19 CFR 201.16{c) and 207.3),
CFR 207,22). Posthearing briefs must
FOR FURTHER,INFORMATION CONTACT:
each document filed by a party to the
Maria Papadakis (202-5z3.:--0.l39). Offict>
investigation must be served on all other conform with the provisions of § 207.24
oflnvesligations. 0.S. liiternational
parties to the investigation (as identified (19 CFR 207.24) and must be submitted
not later than the close of business on
Trade Comriiissfon, 701.E Street NW ..
by the service list)~ and a certificate of
May 19, 1987. In addition. any person
Washington. DC 20436.. Hearing-.
service must accompany the document.
impaired indi\·iduals are ad\'ised tha•
The Secretary will not accept a ·
. who has not entered ar, appearance as a
party to the investigation may submit a
information on this matter. can be
document for filing without a certificate
written statement of information
obtained by contacting .the .·
of service.
·
· ·
pertinent to the subject of the
Commission's TDD terminal
202-724Staff report
investigation on or before May 19, 1987.
0002. Pei:$ons with mobility impairments
A period for submitting supplemental
who wlll need special assistance' in
A Pl!blic version of the prehearing
briefs will be provided for Parties in
gaining access to· the Commission
staff report in this investigation will be
conjunction with investigation No. 731should contact the Office ofthe
placed in the public record on April 28.
TA-343; details concerning the date and
Secretary at 202-523-0161.
1987•. pursuant to§ 207.21 of the
nature of the filing of such supplemental
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: On Feb.
Commission's rules (19 CFR 201.21 ). ·
briefs will be provided et the
:_ ..... - - 11, 1987,- the-Commission instituted the
Hearing
subject in\'estigations and established a
Commission's hearing on May 12. 1987.·
The Commission will hold a hearing in
schedule for their conduct (52 FR 5841.
A signed original end fourteen (14}
connection with this investigation and
copies of each submission must be filed
Feb: 26, 1987). Subsequently, the
investigations 731-TA-341. 342. 344, 345,
Department of Commerce extended the
with the Secretary to the Commission in
end 346 (Final) beginning et 9:30 a.m. on
date for its final determinations in these
accordance with § 201.8 of the
May 12, 1987, at the U.S. International
investigations from April 20, 1987, to
Commission's rules {19 CFR 201.8). All
Trade Commission Building. 701 E Street written submissii:Jns except for
June 22, 1987 (52 FR 6361, 6366). The
NW., Washington, DC. Requests to
confidential business data will be
Commission. therefore. is revising its
appear at the hearing should be filed in
available for public inspection during
schedule in these investigations to
regular business hours (8:45 a.m. to :5:15
writing with the Secretary to the
conform with Commerce's new
Commission not later than the close of
.. .
.
p.m.) in the Office of the Secretary to the schedule.
business (5:15 p.m.) on April 16, 1987. All Commission.
The date of the Commission's' pub.lie.
person.s desiring to appear at the
Any business information for which
hearing on these investigations remains
hearing and make oral presentations.
confidential treatment is desired must
unchanged as scheduled in its notice of
be submitted separately. The envelope
institution (52 FR 5841, February 26,
and all pages of such submissions must
1987). This schedule is as follows:
I The da•~ or Commern(• prcliminar~
be clearly labeled .. Confidential
requests to appear at the hearing arc to
dctem1i11alions for all or the counlri"s suhj··· ' ht
investigation. ~xcr.pt Japiin. "'as F'ebruar) 6. 19117.
be filed with the Secretary to the
Business Information:· Confidential
I loWC\'er. the O..pu•m~n"i or Cornm.erce dPlcrmint>d
submissions and requests for
Commission not later than inc close of
1ha1 lh•: invesligation-involving Japan was
confidential treatment must conform
business Ap~il J6, 1.9.87; the.pruhearing
"extraordinarily complicated" anJ. accordingly.
with the requirements of§ 201.6 of the
conference will be held in room 11i of
.,~1endP.ol the dale for ii• preliminary h•ss·th.tn-fair·
Commission's rules (19 CFR 201.6). '
the u:s. lntem<1tional Trade
·
•alue del~m1inalion lo M~rrh 23. 1!1117.
731-TA7 345). and Yugoslavia (Inv. No.·
731-TA-346) (52 FR 5841. Feb. 2.6. 1987). 1

on
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Commission Building on April 21.1987,
at 9:30 a.m.: the public \/Cr&ion of the
prchcaring staff report will be placed on
the public record on April 28. 1987: the
deadline for filing prehearins-briefa la
May 8. 1987: the hearing will be held in
room 331 of the U.S. International Trade
Commission Building on May 12. 1987. at
9:30 a.m.; and the deadline f~r filing
posthearing briefs ii the close or
business on May 19. 1987. .
A period for submitting additional
briefs wiU be provided for parties in
conjunction with investigations Noa.
731-TA-342 and 346: the deadline for
filing supplemental briefs is July 29.
~987. Such supplemental briefs should
be limited to information not available
at the time the posthearing brief was
submitted. and should be filed In
accordance with the Commission'•
rules.
· For further Information concerning
these investigations see the
Commission's notice of investigation
cited above and the Commission's Rules
Practice and Procedure. Part 'IH1 (19
CFR Part 207). Subparts A and C. and
Part 201 {19 CFR Part 201). Subpart• A
through C and Subpart E.

of

Authority: These in\·eslis;,tiona itre beins
cunduclcd under 11uthorit)' of the Tarirr Act of
1930. Tille VII. This notic-.e is published
pursuant tot 201.10 of lhl' Commi11sion'a
rulei: (19 CFR 201.10).
ls~nmd: April 2. 11187.
0}" ord"r of the Commiuion.

Kenneth R. Mason.
St:r.retury.
WR Doc. 87-:-791 Filed t-7-8i'; 8:45 aml
8IUJNQ COOi J'OIO-OI...
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People's Republic of China and Romania
of tapered roller bearings and parts
thereof, and certain housings
incorporating tapered rollers. all the
foregoing provided for in items 680.3040,
680.3932. 680.3934. 680.3938, 680.3940,
681.tOlO, or 892.3295 of the Tariff
Schedules of the United States, that.
have been found by the Department of
Commerce to be sold in the United
States at less than fair value LTFV).
Further. pursuant to section
735(b)(4J(A) of the Act (19 U.S.C.
1673d(bJ(4)(A)), the Commisaion
determines that the material injury in
the investigation involving imports from
Romania is not by reason of massive
imports over a relatively short period to
an extent thaL in order to prevent such
material injury from recWTing. it is
necessary to impose the·antidumpina
duty retroactively on these imports.

[Investigations Nos. 731-TA-341, 34t, 345
(F1nlll)J

Tapered Roller Bearfnp and Parta
Thereof, and Certain Houalnga
Incorporating Tapered ROUen From

Hungary, The People'• Republic of
China, and Romania
Detanninadoa
the basis of the record 1 developed
in the subject investigation. the
Commission determines.• pursuant to
section 735(b)(l) of the Tariff Act of 1930
(19 U.S.C. 1873d(bJ(l)J, that an lndustJy
in the United Slates is materially injured
by reason of imports from Hungary, the

On

1 The record ia defined in I :?01 :?fit of the
Commission's Rule1 of Pr:icw.:ct .UlJ l'roceJurc ( 19
Cflt 207.Z(ll).
• Chairman Uebeler and Vice Chairman
Orunsdale Jisaenli.,,.

Background
The Commission Instituted this
investigation effective February 8, 1987,
following preliminary determinations by
the Department of Commerce that
imports of the subject merchandise from
Hungary, the People's Republic of China.
and Romania are being sold at
LTFVwithin the meaning of section 731
of the Act (19 U.S.C. 1873). Notice of the
institution of the Commission's
investigations and of a public hearing to
be held in connection therewith waa
given by posting copiet of the notice in
the Office of the Secretary, U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Washington. DC. and by publishing the
notice in the Federal Register of
February 28, 1987 (52 FR 5841). The
hearing was held in Washington. DC. on
May 12. 1987, and all persons who
requested the opportunity were
permitted to appear in person or by
counsel
The Commission transmitted it•
determinations in these. investigations ~o
the Secretary of Commerce on June 5, ·..
1987. The views of the Commission are ·
contained in USITC Publication 1983 '·
(June 1987), entitled "Tapered Roller · ·· ·
Bearings and PUta Thereof, and Certahi
Housings lnCorporiating Tapered·Rollen:
from Hungary, The People's Republic of ·
China, and Romania: Determinations of
the Commission in Investigations Nos.
731-TA-341. 344, and 345 (Final) Under
the Tatjff Act of 1930. Together With the
Information Obtained in the ·
Investigations."
Issued: June 5. 1987.
.. . .
By Order of the Commission: ..
Kenneth R. Muoa,
Secretary.
.
(fR Doc. &7-13272 Filed &-10-37; 8:45 aml
llWHG com 102CMZ-11
.'
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Yugoslavia s of tapered roller bearings
and parts thereof. adAI certaµi housings .
Incorporating tapered rollers, all the
·
foregoing provided for in item8 680.3040~
680.3932, 680.3934. 880.3938. 680.3940.
681.1010. or flA2 3295 of the Tariff ·
Schedules of the United States
annotated. .that have been found by the
Department of Commerce to be sold In
the United States at less than fair value·
(LTFV).

Further, pursuant to section
735(b)(4J(A} of the Act (19. U.S.C.
1813(b}(4)(A)), the Commission
determines that the material injury in
the investigation by reason of imports
from Italy is not by reason of massive
Imports over a relatively short period to
an extent that. in order to prevent such
material injury from recurring. it is·
necessary ta impose antidumping duties
retroactively on those imports. •
Background
The Commission instituted these
investigations effective February 8, 1987,
following preliminary detenninations by
the Department of Commerce that
imports of the subject merchandise from
Italy and Yugoslavia are beins sold at
LTFV within the meanins of section 731
of the Act (19 U.S.C. 1673). Notice of the
Institution of the Commission's
investigation and of a public hearins to
be held in connection therewith was
given. by posting copies of the notice in
the Office of the Secretary. U.S.
IP.terriiition'.!1 Tr:ide Commi~sion,
Washington, DC. and by publishi::g the
notice in the Federal Register of
February 26, 1987 (52 FR 5841). The ..
hearing was held in Washington. DC, on
May 21, 1981, and all persons who
requested the opportunity were
permitted to appear in person or by
counseL
llnve1t1gatlon1 NoL 731-TA-342 and 341
(Flnal)l
The Commission transmitted its
determination ln these investigations to
Tapered RQUer Bearings and Parts
the Secretary of Commerce on August 5.
Thereof and Certain Houslnp
1987. The views of the Commission are
lncorporaUng Tapered Rollers From
contained in USITC Publication 1999
Italy and Yugoslavia
(August 1987), entitled "Tapered Roller
Bearings and Parts Thereof, and Certain
Determination .
Housing lncorporatlngjapered·Rollers .
1
On the basis of the record developed -from Italy and Yugoslavia:
· --- -- ··· · ··
in the aubject Investigations, the · ·
Determination of the Commission ln
Commlaslon determine1. pursuant to
Investigations Nos. 731-TA-342 and 348
sectioa 735(b)(l) ol the Tariff Act of 1~
(Final) Under the Tariff Act of 1930.
(19 U.S.C. 1873{b)(t)). that an industry In
Together With the Information Obtained
the United States Is materially Injured
ln the lnveallgationa."
by reason of Imports from Italy • and
' The recatd la dcOned ID I :o7.2fl) of the
Com minion' a luln of Pta~tlct 1tnd Procedure IIt

Ct'R :?07.ztill.
1Chairman Lc1b...t11r Jisst1nlin11-.

• Chainnaa Liebeler nnd Vlat-CbMirnwR

n. un•dale dia.rnlins.

• Cumminloncr Eckc1 JloSt?nlln11-

a-9
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By order of the Commission.
ICenn,th R. Mason,
Secretary.
Issued: August 8. 1987•
. IFR Doc:87-t8418 Filed ~11-87; 8:45 am}
81WNG CODE 702CMIMll
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r.,.red Roller Burlnp and Pwta
Tl'lereot. Finished or Unffnlahed From
...,,.n, Prelntlrwy Det9nnlnatloa of
Sale• .. Leu Dell ,.., Vlllue
AGENCY: Iniemational Trade

Administration. Import Administration.
Commerce.
ACTION: Notice.
IUMMARY: We have preliminarily
determined that tapered roller bearings
and part5 thereof. finished or unfinished
(tapered roller bearings). from Japan are
being. or are likely to be. sold in the
United States at lesa than fair value. We
have notified the U.S. lntematfonal
Trade Commission (ITC) of our
determination .. and we have directed the
U.S. Customs Service to 1W1pend
liquidation of all entriea of the aubject
merchandiu that are entered or
withdraWll frWD wuabouee. for
coneumptian. cm or after the daLe ol
puhlication of this notice. and to require
a cash deposit or bond for each entry in
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On January 5. 1118!, we ·..e~ived ~... -~~parieon1_or prod,ucts which were
'Clumplng·margiil H deii:ribed in the ·
q~estioMaire response• Crom both
· , 1old in the c:Ondition In .which imported.
':"Suspension oUJquidatfon" section or
companies. AdditJona to the response~
Jherified. we
uee the Information
thia ilotice,' U this investigation proceed a were received OD January 21, 1987 and
. ·O~ tJie ea)e~. of prOCessed merchandise
.noimally; we Will make a final
'January 28. 1987. (rom Koyo Seiko. and
. in makir:ia our fipal .decision.
'determination by Jline a. 1987.
from NTN on January zo, 1987. and
.'" · :.we.made comparyona. on .
uRCTM DA'n: March 'l1. 1987.
· January 28. 1987. We round that the .
.approximately 90 percent ohhe sales of
~..,..-!~ ~TION CONTACT':
que1tlonnalre responsea were
. .
the p~duct cJuring the period of
Marys; Cl~pp (202-3.77-1769) or Mai:fe
lriaufficienl We aent deficien~ letteri .
investigation, March. 1. 1986 throuah
c. Kissel"(202-371-3798), Office or · to both companies on Febrµaiy 9. 1987. · , . August 31. 1~.
Investigations. Import Administration.
Deficiency letter responses were · · .. · United Statn Price
International Trade Administration. U.S. received from NI'N on February ZO, 1'987
Department of Commerce, 14th Street
and February 23: 1987. and frOin Koyo
. For _Koyo Seiko ~nd certain sales by
and Constitution Avenue NW..
~iko on February 24, 1987 and February f\ITN, we b!lsed United States price on
Washirigton. DC 20230.
·
'D. 1987. · ·
·
·
· ·e~p(>rter'.s liales pric~ (ESP) since those
~M'f INFORliATION:
. On.January 12. 1987, We determined
salei.were made after importation, in
acc0rdance with section 772(c) of the
this case to be extraordinarily
PrelimiauJ Determination .
complicated and. in ilccordarice with
. Act.
those iale1 by NTN to the
/ We h_ave_ preliininarily determined
section ?33(c)(B) of the Act. we
.
· ~t1K:l"States which were.made prior to
.
postponed the preliminary
· importation. we detenniiled that the
tha
:;; the!e':re':!~8;;~~d=
· ~i;rnun).
· •_tt~n to·Marcb 23, 1~ (52 FR
··mei'c;hancilse had.been purchased rrom
Japan-ate 1>e1ng. ·or are likely to be, sold
. the inan.~acturer 0r producer and.
in the United Statent Jeu than fair
,Sc:OsMiotlaveatigatiOll
'therefore, based the United States price
, Jue ai provided iii section 733 or th.e .
on purchase price. in accordance with
•· vii
The
productl
covered
by
thia
·
·
· If
f
·
section
772{bJ or the Act.
'
Tari .Act o 1930. a1 amended (19
.
investigation are tapered roller bearings
·
U.S.C. 1813b) (the Act). The marsim of
and parts thereof. curTentJy classified .
. For eales w~ich were made through a
under the Tariff Schedules of the United . related iales_ agent in the United States
. :.a1e1 at )eel than fair value me shown
States (TSUS) under items 680.30 and·.
. to an unrelated purchaa~r prior to the
. in tbe "Suspemion of Liquidation"
680.39; nange. take·up cartridge. and .. '· ~; d'lte of !riiP,ortatlon. we ·used purchase
section of this notice.
Case History
hanger units incorporating tapered roller price as the· basis for. determining United .
bearings currently classified under
States price. For these sales. the
. ()n August ZS. 1986. we received a·
TSUS item &81.10: and tapered roller
Department determined that purchase
. petition in proper form filed b)· the
housings (except pillow blocks)
price was the mo.re appropriate
indicator of Uriited States price based
. Timken. Company. on behalf of the U.S. · Incorporating tapered rollerS; ,vith or
industry prodacing taprred roller
without.spindles. whether or not for
on the following elements:
automoli\'e use. and currently classified
1. The merchandise in question was
bearings. In ::ompliance with the filing
requiremen:s of I 353.36 of 'he
under TSUS item 692.32 or elsewhere in
shipped directly from the manufacturer
the TSUS. Products.subject to tfle
to the wii'elated buyer. without being
. Co:nmerce~egulati.ons (19 CFR 353.36),
· the p~tition alleged that imports of the
. outstanding dumping finding covering
. introduced into the inventory of the
subjeC:t·merehandise from Japan are
certain tapered roller bearings from . .
related' selling agent:
. ·.·
. being, or are likely to be. sold in the
Japan (T.D. 76-~i. 41 FR 349 :-4 ) are not
. 2. This was the customar) commercial
.JJnite~ States .at less than fair value
included within the 11 cope of this
chanriel for sales of this merchandise
' within the meaning of section ;31 of the
investigation. This inve~tigation
. . .between
parties invohreci; and
··Act, i~d thafthese imports are causing
includes all tapere.d roller bearings and- . 3. The rela!ed selling agent lo_cated in
:material' Injury, or threaten material
parts thereof, 81 described above. that·
the Uriit~d States acted only ·~a
'.'in}ur1. to a' United States industry.
are manufactured by NTN.
p~~ssor of aaJes-reJated . ,
" · After revfeWing the petition•.we
·
Ir during the course or this .. .
documentation and a communication
investigation the Department rescinds
.link Wiih ihe unrelated U.S. buyer.
determined that it contained sufficient
;grounds upon which to initiate an
its reyocation with respect to !'I.TN and .
. Where.all the abo\'e elements are met.
· anliduinping duty investigation. We
that rescission is affirmed by. final
we 'regard the r:>utine s~lling functions
·initiated the in\·eitigation on September
judicial order. this ~n.tidumping
of .the expor:ti:r as having been merely
15~ 1 • (51 FR'33286. September 19.
in\·estigation would be terminated wi~h
relocated geographically fr.lm 'he
1906); and notified the ITC of our action. regard _to an)' bearings manufactured b)·. country of exportation to.t})e United
On October 2. 1986. the ITC
NTN that would be covered by the
States. where the. sales agent performs
determiiied that th'eir is a reasonable
outstanding dum~ing finding. ,
them. Whether these functions are done
in the .Uni.fed.States or abroa~ does not
indication that imports of tapered roller
bearings from Japan are materially
Fair Value Comparision·s
, c~arige the substance of the transactions
injuring a U.S. industry (U.S. ITC Pub.
To determine whether sales of the
. or .ihe functions. themse_lves ..
No. 1899, October 1986).
subjPct merchar.dise in the United
.. In instances where merchandise is
On No\'ember 19. 1986. questionnaires . States were made at less tha'n fair \·alue. ordinarily dh·!'!rted into the related ll.S.
~ere presented to NTN Toyo Bt'aring
. ~n comp·ared the United St.ates· pricl' to . sel.!:i:ig agen.ri in.ve_ntor}·.
regard this
.~o .. Ltd. (NTN) and Koyo Seiko Co .. ltd. · the foreign market nlue es specifird
factor as an important distinction
:J~O)'O), which a~count for
.
below. Because information recei\·ed
.. because it is associated with a
,!pproximately 90 percent of the exports
froin ko)·o relatin8 to me~handlse
,. , materially. diffenmt type of. selling
·to· the United States during the period of ·which was processed prior to 1ale was
activity than the mere facilitation of a
investigation. To both companies we
received too late to allow ua to consider
transaction 1ucb ae occure on a direct
1f8nted an el(tenslon of time in which to ii for this preliminary determination. we
shipment to an unrelated U.S. purchaser.
respond.
hne based this determination on
In situations where the related party

::an· amolint equal to the estimated

will

For
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places the lllm:hudiee into ittvenlol'J.

more accurate meHure or 1imilarity
Included in the constnicted nine for
both reepondent1 becsuse home martet
than the dynMnic loed nrtin1. We
rei:iriYed dehtiled infometion on the
and financ:ial carrJifts costs and hai·.
profit was less than eight percem. We
8dded Dnibitiry in hie 1Hrlelift8 We
~ethodology tor det«rninms system Mt:
added U.S. packi111 t.harges. ·
too late kl consider it for thie
at.ci me tbe inventery tee1 becauee it
We made a circumataru:e ol 1&Je
determination. We wnl eonsict.r
adjustment for differences in credit
~an be readily ndentood and applied
petitioner's contention.for purpoePI of
by rw1poadenta who malt ~•pond to
expenses and for comparisODI to ESP.
for an offset to indirect 1ellil'li axpeD.Ser.
the RRal detienninetioh. We will requnt
Department tJUeStionnaire1 in a 1hort
period of time. ft i9 ob;ectift itt natare,
on the U.S. sale11. in accordance with
additional informetion end conuM••ns on
es the final destination oflhe Fode can
I 353.1S(c) of Commerce's l'l!IUlations.
the proposed methodology as .
except as noted below. ·
be e1tabliehed "-1 normal commercial
appropriate.
doc11111enb a1eoaa\ed with the n~ end
Where we foWld 1ufficient.1ales in the
Currenq· Convenien
verified trith certainty.
home market to fonn the basis or
We.calculated purchase price and f:SP comparisc.n. we "5ed delivered h.ome
For ESP comparisons. we used the
market prices. We 11.ade deductions for
.based on the packed. duty paid. r.o.b. or
official exchange rate for lhe·dale or
foreign inland freight and discounts. We
c.i.f.. delivered prices to anreleted
Hie· since the use of that .exchange rate
deducted home market packing costs
purchasers in the United States. We
is consistent with section 61 s of the
and added U.S. packing costs. For
made deductions for foreign inland
Trade end Tariff Act of 1tM li984 Act).
comparison le. ESP ules. we e!faet
freight. ocean freight. marine insurance.
We foltowed 1edio1t 815 of tl9e 1. . Act
aem111 expenaeb iacwred on home
U.S. duty. and U.S. inland &eisht, u
rather than I SS3.56(a){Z) of our
market aalei up to the &1noant al tb.e
appropriate. For ESP 11lee. we al~
regulation• becauN lhe later S.w
indirect IM!llihs expenses incurred for
deducted other expemn nomally
8U~r9edel that Mction Of the '
ules to the U.S. market iD accordance
incun-ed in wAing the merchandise In
regulations,
with
I
353.JS(c)
of
our
tegalalions.
We
the United States. Consistent with the
1-·or purch.ase price comparison1. we
made an adjustment for differences in
Court of mtemational Trade remand
used tht exchange rate described in
credit terms in accordance with I 353.15
decision (771e Timken Co. •· United
I 3S3,S6(a)(1) or our regulations. All
States. Slip Op. •11) c:oncernina NTN's of our regulatiGns. NTN claimed
currency canve~om were made at ee
adjustments for differences ill technical
aales of tapered roDer beerinas 1ubject
ntes cert.ified by the Fedaal &eaerve
service expenses. Mies c0111mission1.
to a previous antidumpi111 dutJ order on
Bank.
advertisin~
and
"·arehousinf
cxpensPs
tape:-ed roller bearin11s four inches end
WP dr:nird these· cluin1~ pendin~ the
under in C1utside diamett,r. we treated
Verific.alion
outc.ome d verification.
certain U.S. credit and technical aervice
As provided in section 776(a) of thr
expenses as directly related to the 11les
P..'TI'\ submitted information relative le.
Ac•. "e will verify all informa!ioT' used
under considt>ralion.
possible comparison modeh wbic.h
in reaching the final cf.eteiminaticm ill
appears to be based OD its catillogue or
this in\'e~lil!alion.
bearin11~ ralhf'r th1m model~ a::luc'!y
Foreign Marl.et Value
sold in the hume markPI durinp th.Suspension of, Liquida_tion
As noted in the "Can H1i.tol"\ ··
period of im·es:.igation Due to the
aection of this notice. petitione; alleged
In accordance with He.lion 73J(c!J of
number of models involved and the
that home market 1alPs wel't' made at
number of lllles transactiqns. we were
thf, Aci. we are cJirec.tin@ ,tie United
lesr. than the cost of production a"d that
States Customs SeTVice to su11~nd
unable to refine the data and create
constructed valuP should be used to
liGi;id .. tion of 11!1 entriu of lape~H! rol:t·:
alt1:ma!i\'P comparison group~ basPd or.
compute foreign marl.et Yillue.
bf.arings and parts thereof finist:1·rl or
1ales. Accordin(lly. whPre we could not
llsing the responuer.1~· submissioris. ·
unranisht!d. from Japan. Ola! are en:ered.
find an appropriate home market
we compared the home market prices to
or withdrawn from warehouse. for
c:omparison. we developed constructed
the cost of production reDectiJla aellms
CDNwnption. on or af!er lhe ~te ef
value on the baai& al &he direct
expenee1 incurred on aalee to the nme
manurac\uri1111 costa of the model sold to publication er lllie aotice in alle ~
level of tntde. We Med conltnlcted
. Register.
.
United States. In addition. f'le
value a1 the baais for calculatiDB foreisn . problems relatiJl8 to the ewtabfishment
The Customs Sen•ice shall requi~ a
market value where thert were no. or
or comparison groups made it
ca~h depo~il or the posting of a bond
insuff1c1en:. Sil!es of 5Uch or similar
impossible to determinP the level tif
equa! lo the estimated amount b} .-.·hich
merchandise at prices above the cost of
home markPI selling expensP~ which
tht- foreign market. value of th•
produclior:. as dPfined in I "3(b) or the
would be used in the ESP of!srt.
mPrch&nd1se subject lo this ...
Act. koyo had sufficient Hies at prices
Therefore. for purpOSl~b or tt,is
investigation exceeded the Unilt>cJ
abo\'f c~s: lo form the basis for all
preliminary detP.rmination we did not
States price. This 1uspension or
compa~isons
offset the ESP expenses in determining
liquidation will remain in eflt-cl until
f\&f'l:'s general expenses exceoeded the
thP forei,r1 market va?ue. We ere
further notice.
1tc1tulory minimum of ten perc•nl of
requP.sling additional informatior. for
mitterials and fabrication. Therefore.
purposes of the final dP.terminalion.
a~K"
actual f!eneral expense! were u11Pd in
We established such or similar
-·9·
calculati111 the constructed valuP.
merchandise comparison groups on thr
pr· ... • •a;:•
Koyo's general expense! 'lll'l'rl' les~ thitn
basis of the insidP and outside diameter
the statutory minimum. thPrefore. we
of the bearings and. ~·here available. thr •·"" S.-c Cc Lii! .. . ·-·· .............. -·-·
used the 10 percent minimum. The
dynamic load rati111. Petilionl'T contends " ' " ' - ...... to.Lid .................... ,
M CJlc'wr•
........ ··············-·-···············-···-······!
1latutory eight percent for profit w11s
that the 1ystem life of the bearinas is a

he coinmoaty ine9n 111bltanlial 1ter•

-.e

-··
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iTc Notilic.tioli
In eccordance with aection 733(() or
the Act. we will notify the rrc or our
determination. In addition. we are
makins aveilable to the ITC all
nonprivilesed and nonproprietary
information relatins to this
investisation. We will allow the rrc
access to au privilepd and bu1ine11
proprietary information in our files.
provided the rrc confirms that ii wiJI
not disclose such information. either
publicly or under administrative
protecth·e order. without the written
consent or the Deputy Assistant
Secretary for Import Administration.
The ITC will determine whether these
imports are materially injurif18. or are
threatenins material injury to. a U.S.
industry before the later of1Zo days
after the date of our preliminary
affirmative determination or 45 days
after we make our final affirmative
determination.
Public Comment
In accordance with I 353.47 of our
regulations (19 CFR 353.47). if requested.
we will hold a public hearins to afford
interested parties an opportunity to
comment on this prelimina~·
determination al 9:30 a.m. on Ma)' 19.
1987. at lhe U.S. Department or
Commerce. Room 3708. 14th and
Constitution Avenue. NW .. Washington.
DC 20Z30. lndi\·iduills "·ho wish to
participilte in the hearin11 must submit 11
request to the Deput>· Assistant
Secretary for Import Administration.
Room 8--099. at the above address
-·ithin 10 dars of thP publication of this
notice. Requests should contain: (1) The
pcirt)'°s name. address and telephone .
number: (2) the number of participants:
(3J the reason for attendins: and (4) a list
of the iasues to be discusaed.
·
In eddition. prehearin, briefs In at
least 10 copies must be submitted to the
Deput)· Assistanl Secrete~· b)· Ma)· 12.
1987. Otal presentations will be limited
to issues raised in the briefs. All written
views should be filed in accordance
with 19 CFR 353.46. not less than 30
d11ys before the final determination. or.
if 11 hearing is held. "·ithin 7 days after
thl' hearing transcript is e,·11ilable. at the
.;·11bon? address in at least 10 copies.
·.~.\

,, · , This delt>rminatior. i1 publi1hed punuanl In
, arclion ':'33(r} of thr Acr (19 ll.S.C. 1673b(r)I.
Gilbert 8. Kaplan.
Dr.r11IJ lluillont SrcTPIO"J .fur Import
Administration.
·
March %3. 1987.

IFR ~I?~ Filed~; 1:'5 aml
aAJllDCGm•...,.

ae I

Friday, March 11.1•1
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parts thereof. finished or unfinished
(tapered roller bearings), from Italy and
Yugoslavia, the United States
Department or Commerc"e (the
Department) and the United States
International Trade Commission (the
·
ffC) have detennined that tapered roller ·
bearings &Om Italy and Yugoslavia are
being sold at leas than fair value and .
that sales of tapered roller bearings from
Italy and Yugoslavia are materially
injuring a United States industry. The :
ITC ruled that critical circumstances do
not exist with regard to tapered roller . ·
bearings from Italy. .
· ·
.
Therefore, based on these findings, we
will discontinue suspension of . .
liquidation or all entries 90 days prior to
· our preliminary determination with · · .
respect to imports from Italy.
·
Suspension of liquidation will begin for
all unliquidated entries, or warehouse
withdrawals, for consumption of tapered
roller bearings from Italy made on or
after February 6. 1987, the date on which
the Department published its .
preliminary determination notices in the
f~ Register. These entries will be
liable for the possible asseSBment of
antidumplns duties. Further, a cash
deposit of estimated antidumpins duties
must be made on all such entries. and
withdrawals from warehouse, for
consumption 00 or after the date of
publication of this antidumping duty
order in the Federal Register. ·
~CTIVE DATE: August 14, 1987.

3CN17

believe or suspect that tapered roller
bearings from Italy and Yugoslavia were
being sold at less than fair value (52 FR
3835, 3840, February e, 1987): On June 2Z.
1987, the Department made its final
determinations that these imports were
being sold at JeSB than fair value (52 FR
24198, 24200, June 29, 1987) and that
critical circumstances did exist with
i
fro
I
respect to mports
m lta y.
Therefore, in accordance with
sections 736 and 751 of the Act (19
U.S.C. 1673e and 1675), the Department
directs United States Customs officers to
assess. upon further adv;ce by the
administering authority pUr&uant to .
section 736{a)(l) of the Act (19 U.S.C.
1673e(a)(l)), antidumpins dutiea equal to
the amount by which the foreign market ·
value or the merchandise exceeds the
United States price for all entries of
tapered roller bearings from Italy and
Yugoslavia. These antidumping duties
will be assessed on all unliquidated
entries of tapered roller bearings
entered, or withdrawn from warehouse,
for consumption on or after February 8,
1987, the date on which the Department
published Its preliminary
determinations.

On and after the date or publication or
this notice, United States Customs
officers must require, at the same time
as importers would normally deposit
estimated duties on this merchandise, a
FOR FURTHER IN;ORMATION CONTACT:
cash deJ)osit equal to the estimated
Charles Wilson (202) 377-5288 or Karen
weighted-average antidumping duty
DiBenedetto (202) 377-1776 (Italy), Mary
margin of 124.75 percent for Italy and
S. Clapp (2.o2} 377~1769 or Judith ·
. 33.61 percent for Yugoslavia.
Nehring (202} 377--0160 (Yugoslavia}.
· This determination constitutes an
Office of Inveatigationa. lntemational ·
antidumping duty order with respect to
Trade Administration. United States · . , tapeied roller bearings from Italy and
Department of Commerce, 14th Street · Yugoslavia, p~uant to section 736 of
and Constitution Avenue, NW.,
the Act (19 U.S.C. 1673e) and 19 CFR
Washington. 20230.
353.48. We have deleted from the
SUPPLlllENTARY INFORMAnOti: The
Commerce Regulattons, Annex I of 19
products covered by this investigation
CFR Part 353, which listed antidumping
are tapered roller bearings currently
duty findings and orders currently ln
classified under Tariff Schedules of the · effect Instead. interested parties may
. United States (TSUS} item numbers
contact the Central Records Unit, Room
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - · 680.30 and 680.39; flange, take-up
B-099, Import Administration. for copies
cartridge, and hanger units incorporating of the updated liat of orders currently in
(A-475-403; A-47tM01]
tap~red roller bearings currently
.
effect
classified
under
TSUS
item
number
Thia notice is published in accordance
Antldumplng Duty Orden; Tapered
681.10;. and tapered roller.housings
with section 736 of the Act (19 U.S.C.
Roner: Bearing• and Parts Thereof,
· 1673e} and I 353.48 or the Commerce
Finished or Unfinished, From Italy and . (e](cept pillow blocks) incorporating
tapered roUers, with or without epindles, . Regulations (19 CFR 353.48}.
Yugoslavia
whether or not for automotive use, and
_ _.. A. Spe.1rini.
1_....,..
currentl_y classified under TSUS Item
· AGENCY: International Trade
number 692.32 or elsewhere in the TSUS. Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary /or Import
Administration. Import Administration.
In accordance with section 733 of the
Administration.
Commerce.
Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (the Act)
August 10. 1987.
ACTION: Notice.
(19:u.s.c. 1673b), on February 1987,
(FR Doc. _18821 .Plled tr-ts-t7: e:45 am]
87
IUMlllARY: In separate investigations
the Department made its preliminary
·determinations that there was reason to
concerning tap~red .~,le~ bearings and

z.
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Commerce, 14th Street and Constitution
Avenue NW., Washington, DC 20230.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMA110N:

Final Determination
We have determined that tapered
roller beaJinaa from Japan are being. or
are likely to;be, sold in the United States
at leas than fair value, as provided In
section 735{a) of the Tariff Act of 1930.
as amended (the Act) (19 U.S.C. 1673(a)).
The margins found for the oompanles
investigated are listed fn the
"Suspension of Uquidation" section of
this notice.

International Trade Administration
[A-588-6041

Flnal Determination of Sales at Less
Than Fair Value; Tapered Roller 8em1ngs and Parts Thereof, Finished

and Unflnlahed. From Japan
AGENCY: Import Administration.

International Trade Administration,
Department of Commerce.
ACTION: Notice.
SUllMARY: We have determined that

tapered roller bearings and parts
.
thereof, finished and unfiniabed (tapered
...,Uer bearlnSs. also "TRBa"), from Japan
are beiq. or are likely to be, sold In the
United States af leas than fair value. The
U.S. International Trade Commission
(ITC) will determine, within 45 days of
publication of this notice, whether these
imports are materially Injuring,_ or are
threatening material Injury to, a United
State8 lnduatry.
&n~ DATE: August 17, 1987.
PCM~~ INFORMATION CONTACT:

Marie:c. Jc:i11el (202/377-3798) or Mary
S. Clapp (1.02/377-1789), Office of
Investigations, Department of

I

Notices

outstanding antidumping duty order.
Thia issue is being litigated in the Court
of International Trade in The Timken
Co. v. United States, Court No. az....600890.

Fair Value Compariaoos
For NTN Toyo Bearing Co., Ltd., we
compared the United States price to
foreign market value, as described
below.
The second company from which we
requested a response, Koyo Seiko Co.,
Ltd. ("Koyo"), limited its reporting of
home market sales to those products H
considered identical or most similar to
Case History
the TRBs it sold to the United States.
On March 23, 1987, we made an
Although requested to do so in the
affirmative preliminary determination
Department's queatiormaire, Koyo did
(52 FR 9905, March 27, 1987).
nor furnish descriptions of the other
On March 31, 1987, we received a
bearings it sold in the home market,
request from NTN Toyo Bearing Co.•
which would permit us to select the
Ltd. ("NTN"}, a respondent in the case,
most similar bearings based on the
to postpone the rmal detennination to
criteria described in the "Such or
no later than the 135th da~· after
Similar Merchandi:;e" section of this
publication of our "Preliminary
notice. for calculation of foreign market
Detennination" notice in the Federal
value based on sales in the home
Register. We granted this request and
market
postponed the final detennination until
For certain U.S. sales, based on our·
DO later than August 10, 1987 (52 PR
inability to determine whether Jc:oyo had
11722, April 10, 1987).
.
;
reported the appropriate similar
On July 8, 1987, the Department held a
merchandise home market sales, we
public hearing. ~tereated parties
based our determination on whether
submitted comments for the record in
Koyo sold TR& in the U.S. at lelJI than
their pre-hearing briefs of July 2, 1987,
fair value on the beat information
and in their post-hearing briefs of July
otherwise available. In accordance with
H, 1987.
section 776(b) of the Acl Thia treatment
Scope of Investigation
is in accordance with a ruling by the
Court of.International Trade in 11:e
The products covered by this
Timken Co. v. United States. 10 C.I.T.
investigation are tapered roller bearings
- - - - 630 F. Supp. 1327, 1338 (1986).
and parts thereof, currently classified
The petition alleges price baaed
under Tariff Schedules of the United
dumping margins for the period of
States (TSUS] item numbers 680.30 and
investigation for Koyo of between 4.5
680.39; ftange,_ take-up cartridge, and
hanger units incorporating tapered roller and 78.4 percent, for an arithmetic
average of quarterly rates of 23.7
bearings. currently classified under
percent. Since this rate is leBB than the
TSUS item number 681.10: and tapered
rate we have calculated for the Koyo
roller housings (except pillow blocks)
bearings for which we used aufflCient
incorporation tapered rollers. with or
Information. we have adopted the
without spindles. whether or not for
calculated rate as best information
automotive use, and currently classified
available in this contexL
under TSUS item 692.32 or elsewhere in
We uaed the data aubmitted by Koyo
the TSUS. Products subject to the
on identical merchandise comparisons
outstanding antldwnping duty order
and the parts that wereimported to the
covering certain tapered roller bearings
U.S. for further manufacturing In
from Japan (T.D. 76-227, ct FR 341174)
calculating foreign market value,
are not included within the acope of thi11
because use of this data for these
Investigation. Thia Investigation
comparlsions with U.S. prices did not
includes aU tapered roller bearings and
require a determination of "moat
parts thereof. as described above, that
similar'' bearings. For parts, foreign
are manufactured by NTN.
market valu.e is based on conatntcted
If the Department's reciaaion of its
· value, because .parts are not sold in the
revocation of the above cited
home market.
anUdumping duty order with respect to
A voluntary response waa received
NTN 6- affirmed by final judicial order,
from Ninan Motor Co., Ltd., but the
this antidumplng determinaUon would
Deparbnent foWld the response to be
not apply to any bearings manufactured
substantially incomplete and, therefore,
by NTN that would be covered by the
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·market value. We disregarded all ~es·
of a particular TRB model whenever
below-cost 1&les for that model
represented more than 90 percent of all
sales for that model during the period of
United States Pdce
investigation. If below-coat sales of a
For certain sales by NTN and ICoyo,.
particular model were not leaa than 10
we baaed United States price on ·
"
percent and not !ftOre than 90 percent of
exporter's sales price (ESP). lo
total sales for that model during the
accordance with S.ctlon 772(c) of the·
period of Investigation. only the belowAct. since the first sale to an unrelated
cost sales were disregarded. If less than
party was made after Importation. For
10 percent of sales of a particular model
those sales by NTN to the United States
were sold below-cost during the.period
·where we determined that the
·
of investigation. no sales were
merchandise had been purchased by an
disregarded. For the remaining aboveunrelated party from the manufacturer
cost sales. we calculated foreign marker
or producer prior to importation. we
value in accordance with section
baaed the United States price on
713(a)(1)(AJ.
purchase price in accordance with
Where we used constructed value for
section 772(b) of the Act.
our comparisons. we used materials and
For NTN's sales which were made
fabrication costs as reported. NTN'a
through a related sales agent in the
general expenses exceeded the statutory
United States to an unrelated purchaser
minimum of ten percent of materials and
prior to the date of importation. we used
fabrication. Therefore, actual general
purchase price as the basis for
expenses were used in calculating the
determining United States price. For
constructed value. Koyo'a general
these sales, the Department determined
expenses were below the statutory
that purchase price was the more
minimum. therefore. we used the 10
appropriate indicator of United Statea
percenl datulol')' minimum in
·
price based on rea90ll9 detailed In the
calculating
Koyo's
conatructed
value.
·
preliminary detenninalion. ·
· The statutory eight percent for proftt
For NTN and for certain sal~s by
Koyo, we calaalated purchase price arid . was included in the constructed vatue ·
for both companies because home
ESP based on the packed, f.o.b. and
market profit waa less than eight ' .
c.i.f., duty paid. delivered prices to
percent. We added U.S. packing coats.
unrelated purchasers lo the United
We made circumstances of aale
·
States. We made deductions for foreign
adjustments to constructed value for
inland freight, ocean &eight, marine · .
differences in credit expenses. In
insurance. U.S. duty, and U.S. inland ·
addition, where the U.S. sales prices
·freight, as appropriate. For ESP sales, '
were calculated based on ESP, we made
we also deducted other expenses
an
offset for indirect selling expenses on
normally incurred in selling the
the U.S. sales against home market
merchandise in the United States. We
also adjusted for processing performed · indirect selling expenses, in accordance
with I 353.15(c) of Commerce's
in the United States.
regulations.
Foreign Market Value
For NTN and Koyo, where we found
sufficient sales in the home market to
· In accordance with section 713(a) of
form the baaia of comparison. we uaed
the Act. we determined that there were
delivered home market prices. We made
sufficient home market sales by NTN
deductions for foreign inland freight and
and for Koyo to form the basis for
discounts. aa appropriate. We also
.
foreign market value.
deducted home market packing costs
Petitioner alleged that home market
sales were made at leas than the cost of
and added U.S. packing cos~. For
production and that constructed value
comparison to ESP sales. we offset
should be used to compute foreign
selling expe~ incurred on home
market sales up to the amoUDt of the
market value.
We compared the home market prices
indirect selling expenses incurred for
to the cost of production, which included salea to the U.S. market. in accordance
materials, fabrication costs. and aelling.·
with I 353.15(c) of our regulations. We
general. and administrative expenses
made an adjustment for differences lo
(SG&A). We used the selling expenses
credit terma in accordance with I 353.15
incUJTed on aales to the level of trade of
of our regulations. NTN claimed
the sales being compared. When there·
adjustments for differences In technical .
were no, or insufficent. sales of such or
sen;ice expenses. sales commissions,
similar merchandise at price& above the
advertising and warehousing expenses.
cost of production. aa defined in eection
We denied these claims, since they were
713(b) of the Act. we used constructed
not directly related to the 1ale1 under
value as the basis for calculating foreign considuation. These expenses were
unusable for determining whether sale1
were being made at lesa than fair value.
The petiod of investigation is March 1,
1986. through August 31. 1988.
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included ln the selling expeliles used for
purposes of the ESP offset.
NTN claimed that automobile
manufacturers and original equipment
manufacturen (OEM) should be treated
as separate levels of trade. We rejected
this argument 1iru:e automobile• are a
type of original equipment and
respondent did not demonstrate
significant differences in the expenses
incurred in selling to these two classes
of customers.
·
Wherever possible. we selected for
comparison to each model of tapered
roller bearing exported to the United
States the identical model sold lo the
home market. If sales of that model were
made at the same commercial level of
trade aa that of the U.S. sale. then we
used as the basis of foreign market
value only sales at that level of trade. If
no identical merchandise was sold at
the same commercial level of trade, we
used sales made at the other commercial
level of trade. If there were no home
market sales of identical merchandise.
we attempted to repeat this proceu for
most similar merchandi1e.
Where there were no Bales of ·
identical merchandise in the home
market at the same level of trade, we
made our comparisons at the other level
of trade and adjusted for differences in
level of trade, in accordance with
I 353.19 of our regulations. The
adjustment was bas~d on th~. diffe.rence ·
in selling expenses incurred in selling to
OEMs and distributors in the home · ·
market.
Such or Similar M~.
The parties in thi8 mvestlgation'
submitted DWDBrOua commentl'OD the
factors that should be considered in
determining which products sold ln the
home market should be compared to the
TRBs sold in the United States. The
factors which were suggested u forminl
appropriat~ measlll't!s of similarity of ·
TRBa sold in the respective·marketa
include outside diameter, inside diameter, width, type of bearing.
dynamic load rating, the Y2_factor (Y
factor), and the system life. 2ach of
these factors is discusaed below:
1. Outside Diameter. The outside
diameter (OD) of a bearing ls the
physic~l measurement between two
points of the outermost portion of
.
bearing which are directly opposite ~ch·
other. .
2. Inside Diameter. The inside ·
diameter (ID) of a bearing is the physical
measurement between two points of the
Innermost portion of a bearing which
are directly opposit'I each other.
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The ID. OD and width were selected
3. Width. The width is the physicai
Is calculated differently by various
me11surement of the radial portion of the niai:iufachirers of TRBs. Koyo states that because they are specific measurements
of the physical characteristics of the
bearing.
·
·
the physical measurements of TRBs (ID,
bearings under consideration.
4. Type of Bearing. The type of
OD, and width) are the best criteria for
In determining that the type of bearing
bearing is defined in terms of various
determining similarity because they
· was an appropriate criterion. we
relate most directly to the physical
. physical characteristics, includiiig
number of rows of rollers, as well as
properties of the TRBs and their
detemlned that bearings containing the
whether or not the bearing has flilriges,
production costs.
same number of rows of rollers could be
.Petitioner and NTN (but not Koyo)
seals, varlowi oorifigurations of multiple
reasonably compared with each other.
whereas bearings with different . .
rows of rollers, .and whether the bearing also addressed the issue of how the
is heat treated. ·
··· · ·
Department could measure approximate numbers of rows of rollers could not.
because of extreme differences in all
5. Dynamic Load Roting; The dynamic . equality in the commercial value of the
.load rating Is the constant stationary
merchandise compared, as provided in
relevant criteria for measuring similarity
load which a bearing can endure for one section 771(16)(8)(iii) of the Act.
under section 771(16) of the Act. Where
million revolutions of the inner ring.
Petitioner would have the Department there.was a home market bearing which
Also, dynamic load rating is an accepted pick the most similar product by first
contained the same number of rows and
· international standard. '
had the same special features, we
6. Y2 Factor (Y Factor). The yz factor
considering the system life of a bearing.
attempted to find a similar bearing
measures the effect of thrust loads on
ranking each bearing in the home
within that category before looking at
the expected life of 8 bearing and is
market universe from equal or most
other
special features. If none existed.
calculated from the contact angle. It is
similar system life to least similar
bearings with different
we
compared
an accepted international standard
system life. Second, searching among
special features (other than double rows
which, when combined with dynamic
the top 10 percent of the ranked
of bearings) and made adjustments for
load rating. forms the major component
bearings, petitioner would have the
physical differences in merchandise.
Dep~rtment' sift through that 10 pl'rccnt
of bearing life.
We determined that dynamic load
7. System Life. Th•s ls a calculation of for a "commercially interchangeable ..
rating
and the Y factor were more
the number of revolutions a bearing can
and similar bllaring under 19 U.S.C.
appropriate measllres of similarity than
be expected to perform in 8 given
1766(16)(8). lf there is no "commercially
system life, for the following reasons:
intefchangeable" match within the topsystem or application (such as a gear of
1. The.dyn~c load rating and Y
a specific model of truck) J1Dder .
ranked bearings, then the Department
factor are standards used in the industry
specified operating conditions.
should continue down the list of
to calculate the life expectancy ofan
·Petitioner states that three factors can · potentially similar bearings to the first
Individual bearing model. As such, they
part number that is similar within the
be used n selecting.similar merchandise
relate directly to the physical properties
meaning of 19 U.S.C. 1766(16)(C).
with very reliable results. These are m.
of the bearings under consideration.
OD, and system life. Petitioner contends
NTN's reaction to the methodology
2. Bearing life is a component of the
proposed by petitioner is that there must
that use of system life is preferable to
system life calculation. However, '
be some factor to measure the outer
the use of dynamic load rating because
bearing life is more closely related to the
it incorporates radial load as well as
limits of similar bearing selections. If no
physical characteristics of a particular
thrust factors in the measurement of the
limits are set. as petitioner proposed. it
characteristics of a bearing. Petitioner . is possible that the Department could be bearing model than other elements of
the system life fonnula .
. concedes that use of dynamic load.
. left with a situation in which a bearing
3. Dynamic load rating and the Y
with a 100 percent degree of deviation in
rating in.combination with the Y factor.
. also would inc.orporate radial load and
physical factors, a bearing twice the size factors are included in bearing
catalogues issued by producers and,
thrust factors. Petitioner states that the
of the U.S. beanng. but with the same
therefore, available to purchasers of
sy~tem life, could conceivably be used
fact that the systein life of a specific .
bearings who are makir1;g decisions
bearing varies widely depending on the
as the similar merchandise in the home
regarding appropriate bearings to be
market. NTN~s proposed matching
system. or application, is irrelevant,
used for intended purposes. A purchaser
siilce system life.can be calculated using · methodology is to determine the
might use this information as the basis
typical applications.
.
percentage of deviation for each
for calculating the system life or a
NTN argues that the use of system life proposed criterion (ID, OD. wfdith,
specific application along with similar
as a basis for selecting similar
dynamic load rating, and the Y2 factor)
data on other components of the
merchandise is inappropriate because
and then total those variations. The
planned system.
universal system life for. ari individual
most similar home market bearings
4. System life varies widely according
bearing do.es not exist. As the
would be those in which the sum total of
to the system parametqrs and a change
parameters of a system change, the life
the degree of deviation of each criterion
of any component of a system can
of that·system will change since system . equals 10 percent or less. NTN believes
change the system life.
life is based on the point at which a
. . ih!s method of comparison results .in
Given the fact that there is no single
component of the system is expected to
realistic "commercially
application for all TRBs and that many
show signs of fatigue. NTN proposes
lnterch.angeable" matches. Petitioner's
TRBs can be used in some. but not all
response Is that use of NTN"s method
. that ID, OD. width, dyf!amlc load r11ting.
applications, It Is not possible to
severely reduces the universe of '
the Y factor and the type of bearing be
· measure approximate equality Ip tenns
bearings available for comparison.
considered. NTN bases its selection of
of commercial value. One must specify a
the dynamic load rating and they factor
DOC Detennlnatlon
on the fact that these measure the
particular commercial application, using
physical properties of the individual
. After considering the comments by all the system life formula, in order to
bearing. ·
.
.
.
parties, we detennined that ID. OD.
measure the commercial value of
Koyo opposes use c;>hystem life
Width. type of bearing, dynamic load
·specific bearings. Therefore, we
rating, and they factor were
bees.use it is not calculated in
determined under section 771(16)(C) ·
accordance with industry standards and appropriate factors for consideration.
which home market products reasonably

a
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section 615 of the Trade and Tariff Act
could be compared to ~he TRBs sold to
of 1984 (1964 Aet). For purchase price
the United States.
In thfs investigation, the parties have
comparisons, we used the exchange rate
not supported the various proposals for
described .in§ 353.56(a)(1) of our
~he parameters of deviation which
regulations. All currency conversions
would limit reasonable comparisons.
· were made at the rates certified by the
Federal Reserve Banlc.
·
. ·
The Department baa determined that
since we are using numerous criteria to
Verif1C&tion. ' ·
make our compaii119ns. acceptance of
AsprovTcted in section 776(a) ~the
wide deviationsi11 individual factors• as
Act, we verified all information relied
proposed by the petitioner. would result
-upon in making this final detennination.
in reasonable selections. The degree of
We used standard verification
physical similarity is significantly
procedures; btcluding_examination of au
reduced under petitioner's method. As
relevant accounting records and original
for NTN's proposal, limiting possible
source documents provided by the
selections to models in which the sum
total deviation was 10 percent or less
respondents on sales and production
would leave the Department with too
costs.
narrow a listing of similar merchandise.
Comments,
We therefore choae our selections by
taking the U.S. bearing and comparing it
Petitioner's Comments
to all bearings in the home market in
Petitioner's Comment 1: Petitioner
which each individual criterion
argues that absent a complete listing of
deviation is 10 percent or less. Out of
U.S. and home market sales, and absent
that group of similar bearings, we then
complete and verified cost data. the
picked as most similar the home market
Department should base the LTFV
bearing iri which the criterion with the
determination with respect to Koyo on
_greatest degree of deviation was smaller
the information set forth in the petition.·
than the criterion with the greatest·
Koyo, since the beginnins of this
degree of deviation in any of the other
investigation. acknowledged that it did .
similar bearings. We normally limited
not submit a complete listins of home
individual deviations to 10 percenL
market sales. having itself selected
although where only one factor
those products that it deemed to be
deviated, we ·allowed bearings where
similar. Koyo also failed to submit sales
that factor was slightly over 10 percent.
information which the Dpeartment
Thia methodology relies on the
needs for determining the foreign market
physical properties of the bearings and ..
value. of the unfinished parts and
would give interested parties a.
component& used in the production of
predictable basis for determining
TRBs
under four inches in diameter.
possible product matches in annual
DOC Response: Koyo has reported its
reviews under section 751 of the Act, if
U.S. sales of all bearings manufactured
such reviews are conducted in the
in the United States from Japanese parts
future.
which are within the scope of this
·
Where cup and cone components
investigation. With regard to the
· were sold in the United States and only
sets composed of those identical or most unreported home market sales, we agree
and have used the best information
. similar were sold in the home market.
otherwise available as described in the
. we· compared the U.~. sales of cups and
"Fair Value Comparisons" section of
cones to the home market sales of sets
this notice.
by determining the ratio of the direct
The Department's decision to use the
. manufacturing cost of the cup and cone
best information for Koyo is consistent
to that of the complete set. This ratio
with the decision of the Court of
was applied to the home market price _of
International Trade in The Timken
the set to calculate the price equivalent
Company v. United States, Bllpra. Under
in the home market. NTN argues that
section 713(a) and section 771(16) of the
this approach is improper because the
Act, the Department, not Koyo, must
set is not Mauch or similar". i.e., not
select the '"moat similar'' merchandise
approximately equal in commercial .
sold in the foreign market.
value to the cup or cone. As long as the
Petitioner's Comment 2: Petitioner
component cup or cone is "most similar"
argu·es that ~such or similar"
to the merchandise exported to the
merchandise must be identified from the
United States. we conclude that it is
complete listing of home market sales.
appropriate to use it in the comparison.
Koyo. by urging the Department to
Currency Conversion
disregard distributor (aftennarket) sales
in the home market, has claimed
For ESP comparisons, we used the
impermissib1y a level of trade
official exchange rate in effect on the
adjustment. Tl:te Department must
date or sale. in accordance with section
decide whether sales should be
i73(a)(l) of the Act. as amended by

30703

excluded, since exclusion of any sales
from the home market data base·
destroys the Deparbnent's ability to ·
choose "such or similar" merchandise.
· DOC Response: We agree.
we
found sales of Identical merchandise at
the OEM level of trade. we used these
sales in our comparisons. We used the
best Information otherwise available forour comparisons where Koyo suggested
comparisons to similar merchandise,
and did not report aftermarket sales
because we could not Identify the most
similar products sold in the home
market at either level of trade.
· Petitioner's Comment 3: Petitioner
argues that for NTN. home market prices
should be based on weighted-average
prices for all sales, rather than limiting
the selection of home market sales to
those in "usual commercial quantities",
as proposed by respondent This
limitation is contrary to the AcL to the
regulations, and to Department
precedent.·
DOC Response: We agree. The
definition of "usual canimercial
. quantities" ill
771(17) provides
that. if the merchandise is sold "at
different prices for cJjHerent quantitiea."
then·the Department must identify the
price or prices identified with that
quantity that accounts for the greatest
aggregate volume sold (emphasis ·
added). In other words. before resorting
to the price or prices of a specific
aggregate quantity for the purpose of
calculatin8 foreign market value, the
Department must be satisfied that there
is a positive correlation between
different quantities and different prices.
Absent such a corTelation. the
Department calculates foreign market
value based on the weighted-average of
all relevant sales prices. in accordance
with section 773(a)(t)(A) of the Act
The Department't longstanding
practice has been to use weightedaverage home market prices unless at
least 80 percent of home market sales
were made at the tame price (19 CFR
353.20(b)). NTN has provided no
evidence that it charged its home market
different
customer& different prices
set quantities. Information submitted to
the Department indicates no specific
correlation between price and quantity.
Therefore, section 771(17) is
inapplicable. The Department has
determined that it ls appropriate to base
foreign market value on the weightedaverage of the sales prices of all suc'h or
similar merchandise sold in the home
market at prices above cost during the
.
period of investigation.
Petitioner's Comment 4: Petitioner
argues that for both respondents. credit
costs should be based on the discount

Where
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rate when adjusting for foreign market
· val•e. For NTN, the credit cost due to
discounting or promissory notes should
be based on the discount rate for
promissory notes rather than NTN'a
·corporate interest rate. AJso;Koy'o's
home market credit costs should not be
based on the prime short-term interest
rate, but on'"1(4iscount rate. For both
respondents, trA should use Jhe figure
for the average discount rate in Japan in
the second and third quarter 1986 of ·
· 3.59', as reported in the IMF,

· lntemational Financial Statistics.
DOC Response: We disagree. ·
· Consistent with past Department
· practice, we based our calculations on
·the borrowing experience of the
respondents and the interest rate
·
actually paid.
Petitioner's Comment 5: Petitioner
argues that in the home market, for
NTN, interest expenses should not be
offset by interest income, absent proof
that interest income is related to the
expense. Absent any confirmation that
deposits NTN maintains with Its ~anks
·are required by NTN'a bank In respect
to ita outatandinsloan.,. it it impossible .
Crom the evidence presented to confirm
tha.t NTN'a deposit balance ls In fact a
ccimpensating balance. Therefore, the
Interest rate used for purposes or
· calculating NTN'a interest rate should
not be adjusted to account for alleged ·
."compensating balances".
·
.·
.· As for Koyo, In reporting interest
· expenses of American Koyo Corporation
(AKC), Koyo has offset interest earned
against interest expenses without any·
demonstration that this practice is
. reasonable. Under Department practice
the.respondent must demonstrate that
the interest earned is directly related to
production and sales or the p.roducta .
under review. Koyo has made no
showing that the interest income
claimed as an "offset" to interest
expenses is derived from deposits
required for short-term loans, or from
.investment incidental to the ordinary
course of business. Accordingly, Interest
expenses on.sales in the U.S. market
should riot be reduced by the amount of
interest allegedly earned by American
Koyo. .
.
.
DOC Response: We disagree;
Respondent demonstrated that .
compensating deposits were made
pursuant to the discounting of
· receivables. Under these cirtumstances,
the adjustment la proper.
Petitioner's Comment IJ: Petitioner
contends that NTN has not
demonstrated that its sales in sinall
quantities and trial aalea are at prices
that are not representative or the' price.
level for larse quantify sales of similar
bearings. Therefore, petltii:>ner argues
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that all h'om~ market sales sho.uld be. ;· .. ~~bmitted cost of production data for
considered in the ordinary comae of · · ·, ·. bearing models In two forms: "with and
trade in making our comparis~s.
.without factory overhead." Jn its
regardJeBS of quantity.·
.
,; redetermination on remand, the
pDC.Respon,se: The sales individually Department followed its consistent ·
liivolved extremely small quantities of :.."precedent arid excluded fixed factory
merchandise at prlceuubstantially
overhead fr:Om the adjustment amount.
·
and should do the aanie for this
higher than the prices of th' vast
mafority·of-aalea report~-Most of these -· determlriatiori.
· ·
sales were later cancelled before the
"DOC Resp0nse: We agree; We limited
merchandise was Invoiced to the
the adjustment to the difference in
v&riable c:Osta in accordance with the
purchaser. In the U.S. market. there.
were no comparable sales. Under the·
!Department's longstanding practice. See,
circumstances, we have de~ermined that .e.g., Certam Eleptric Motors from Japan,
these sales were not made m the
· .(4'9 FR,3267; ~ (1984)).
ordinary course of trade,
. Petitioner's· Comment 10: Petitioner
Petitioner's Comment 1: Petitioner
·arg\les'that there 'ia no basis to. adjust for
argue~ that cl~imed advertising and
cUrrency' conversions, under 19 CFR
techmcal seryice expenses should be
353.56(b), Biven the steady and highly
denied as adiustments to foreign market . ,publi~d change in the yen/dollar
value und~r 19 CFR 353.15(a).~ has
exchange rat~. Koyo and NTN did not
not estabhshed that the advertising w~s ' react to iluiltaµied changes in exchange
undertaken on behalf oUts customers
rates that had been obvious for ftve
customers. As for technical se;vice
months prior to the period of
expense.a, NTN h~s not estabhshed that . investigation by revising prices..
the sel'Vlces proVIded were called for as "
DOC Response: we agree. Although
. part of the purchase agreement or "'.ere . . ~oth ~sp0ndents did submit. evidence of
other than good will or sales eff«?rta: nor P.iice changes due to the. rise of the yen.
~s it established that 111ch smnces are
no evidence wauubmltted showing ·
~y related to the aales under price adjustmenta for all customers, nor
consideration.
.
were the priee changes submitted
DOC Response: We agree.~ did
reflective of the 40 percent drop of the
n?t establish that these expenses were
value of the dollar against the yen
· · during the period of investigation.
.. dire<:tly re~ated to the sales under
consideration. '.fherefore, we bav~ not
Therefore, we have used the official
made these adiustmenta•in our fllll' value
h
t
ted in the "Currency
comparisons.
·'. exc ang~ r~. e as .no....
.
Petitoner's Comment 8: Warehousing . . Conv~f!!lOn , section of thi~ no~~e.
expenses should be denied as an
Pet1t1oners Comment 11. PetJIJoner
-adjustment to foreign market value .
as.serts tha!·the Dep~~ent should
unless incurred as part of the
re1~ct ~· s suggesti?n that
.
respondents' sales obligation. Even if
. ad1ustme~ts,for.certam U:S. selhng
the warehousing .expenses are incurred ' expen~es m ESP: transactions be made
after the sale, respondenta have not
to foreign market value rather than U.S.
established that the bearingi shipped to . prlc~. Section 77Z(e~2)of the Act.
a particular warehouse are identified to . · requires th~ de~uction .from United ..
a particular customer's contract while in State_s pri~e of ·all .selhn~ expenses
generally.incurred m selli~ the product
the warehouse. Therefore, petitioner
· maintains there is no basis upon which
to ~~ Uruted States'. I~ does not
· the Department can specifically tie . · .distinguis~ between.direct and indirect
warehousing costs to the sales under
expenses·or, as NTN would have the
consideration.
Department do, permit the Department
DOC Response: We agree. We
to ·deduct o!1J¥ .~direct ~elling e:Jl[penses
. determined that the date of sale is the
from the pnce m the United States.
date of delivery of the mercban.ciise
, · ·DQC Respons~:.We !lgree and have
. deducted both direct and indirect
because that was the date on which all
of the terms of sale were' determined.
expenses from United States prl~.
Since these warehousing expenlies were
.Petiiionef•. Comment 12: Pe~tloner .
Incurred prior to the date .of sal~.
. • e s that it is the respondent a burden
·. consistenfwith our long~stariding
·to establish th~t expenses incurred in
practice, we treated those expenses as
the United States are "indirect"
indirect selling expenses~ Th_erefore,
exp~nses ~at qualify' as part of.our ESP
these expenses were used oruy l~
offset tinder-I S53.15(c} of the . ·
C:alculating the ESP offset. .
.
re~lati~ns. Koyo would hav~ the
Petitioner's Comment 9: Petitioner
Department consider as-indirect selling
argues that adj usimerit1 to foreign
expenses all salei eommlsslona not ..
· market valUe for differences in '
predicated on sales volume. Petitioner
views Koyo's characterization as an ·
merchandise should be limited to
variable manufacturing cos~. NTN
attempt to inflate· the amount of
·
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expenses subject to the ESP offset by .
labeling commissions as 'indirect"
.
sellins expenses without demonstraiirig .
the basis for the claim. In the absence of
proof, the Department should assuml!
that all expenses Incurred on U$. sales
are d"irectly related to the sales under"
consideration.
DOC Response: We disagree. The
commissions in.question are
commissions pald'to company
.
employees in lieu of salary. and as such
·were demonstrated to be indirect
expenses.
Petitioner's Comment 13: Petitioner
argues that certain corrections should be
made to the production costs of
American NTN Bearing Manufacturing
Corporation (ANBMC), NTN·s
.subsidiary in the United States. During
verification the Department apparently
discovered that depreciation was
. C!llculated for purposes of the response
by a methodology different than that
ordinarily utilized by ANBMC. Thu
Dcpilrlmcnt at vuification also
discovered that ANBMC used engineers
from Japan. To the extent that NTN or
another related party paid salaries or
those engineers, those costs should be
included In the labor costs allocated to
the finishing and assembly or TRBs at
ANBMC. Finally. verification disclosed
that the president's salary was not
included in the reported SGS:A. This
cost must be included in the calculation
of finishing and assembly costs In the
United States.
· . DOC Response: We agree.
Depreciation and allocated expenses
¥.·ere recalculated on the basis or the
allocation shown in ANBMC's internal
financial report, since it provides a more
accurate reflection of ANBMC's internal
accounting system. Total labor costs.
include the labor costs of engineenrfrom
Japan and have been allocated to the
TRB production in the United States.
The Department has allocated the .
presidenfs salary and benefits and
included such expenses In the G&A
expenses.
Petitioner's Comment 14: Petitioner
asserts that NTN reported a commission
paid on purchase price transactions.
However. to the extent that NTN
Bearing Corporation of America
(NBCA), a related party acting as the
selling agent of NTN in the United
States, incurred expenses on purchase
price sales that exceeded th.e
commission paid by NTN for those
services, such expenses must be
deducted from purchase price.
DOC Response: We disagree.
Consistent with our policy of not
deducting commissions to related
parties, we have not deducted
commissions paid to l\'TN's related

selling agent In the U.S. market. Nor
have we deducted any of NBCA's
Indirect selling expenses. We only
adjust foreign market value in purchase
price comparison situations for direct
selling expenses incurred in the United
States.
. Petitioner's Comment 15: Pe litioner
argues that Koyo's questionnaire
response states that there are four
categories of technical service ~xpenses
w.hich are incurred on U.S. sales:
applications engineering, bearing failure
analysis. bearing certification, and
.quality control. Absent a ~onvincing
showing to the contrary; all of Koyo's
U.S. technical services expenses should
be considered to be direct expenses and
shold be excluded from the ESP offset
amount, consistent with the
Departinenrs methodology in the
remand proceeding concerning·l\'TN.
DOC Rt'sporrse: We disagree. The
Departmenfl:cis determined that these
expensr.s An, not direr.Hy related to thr
sales i:nder considerntion. and therefore
has treated them ·as indi:ect selling
expenses:
Petitioner's Comment 16: Petitioner
argues that Koyo's incomplete and
untimely cost data should be rejected.
For constructed value. the Department
should base foreign market value on the
best information otherwise available. As
a result or deficiencies uncmiered at
verification. all information in the
original cost of production response
should be rejected for the purpose of the
final determination, as ii understates the
cost of producing the merchandise.
DOC.Response: We disagree~ The
Department has verified the revised
submission during verification and also
verified costs paid to and costs incurred
by related subcontractors.
Petitioner's Comment 17: Petitioner
argues that for computation of cost of
production and constructed value,
depreciation expense for both
-respondents should be recomputed
based on petitioner's useful life data of
15-20 years. The result of the ten-~·ear
useful life utilized by NTN is to ·
understate substantially NTN's costs.
. As for Koyo. the company failed to
supply a detailed list of eqµipment along
with the depreciated amounts for each
. item as requested by the Department.
The Department should thus utilize the
information on the useful.life of bearing
equipment supplied by petitioner.
DOC Response: We disagree. The
Department has no basis to believe that
NTN's calculation of the useful life of its
equipment used b~· f\.'TN was
inappropriate. During verification at
Koyo. the Department verified the ·
depreciation expenses and a detailed
list of Its equipment.
0
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Peiitioner's Comment 18: Petitioner
argues that in computing the cost. of
production and constructed value for
both respondents, interest income not
directly related to the production of ·
TRBs should not be offset against
interest expense. In reporting interest
. expenses of.AKC. Koyo has offset
interest earned against o\•erall corporate
:interest expenses without any
demonstration that 1his practice is
reasonable.
DOC Response: We agree. The net
interest expense was modified by
eliminating any other income or expense
not incurred in the ordinary·course of
business for tl'!e production of TRBs ..
Petitioner's Comment 19: Petitioner
asserts that in the absence of productspecific cost \'.ariances for two of NTN's
plants, the Department should apply the
variances for.TRB production at a third
.plant to the standard costs at those two
planls, since variances at that plant are
rrprc·sc:nl&li\'C of the variance from TRD
production.
DOC Response: We disagree.
Although the cost. variances for these
.two plants may not be representative of
variances for TRBs, no adjustment was
made since.the cost incumid for··
subcontracting certain processP.s was an
integral part of the accounting system.
Petitioner's Comment 20: Petitioner
argues that for NTN, to the extent that
.labor. and overhead costs at two plants
were aggregate figures including a large
number of products other than TRBs.
production costs should be adjusted to
reflect NTN's labor costs associated
";th· the production of TRBs at a third
plant.
.· DOC Response: We disagree. Since
the costs incurred for subcontracted
work are an integral part of the labor
and factory overhead, the Department
did not adjust these costs.·
Petitioner's Comment 21: Petitioner
argues that NTN claimed at verification
that ·R&D projects at one of its
. laboratories during the .period of
investigation did not relate directly to
TRB production. This claim was not
supported by evidence·verified.
· Accordingly, research and development
.costs should be Include~ in corporate
G&A .
DOC Response: We agree. The
Department has included such expenses
in the G&A.
Petitioner's Comment 22: Petitioner
asserts that the Department may not
apply an ESP offset to constructed value
because such a deduction contravenes
the statutory requirement that
constructed value Include an amount for
general expenses. Also, section
772(e)(l)(B) requires that the amount of
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~~cncral exp~nses lnch,idcd _In
.~constructed value b~ not l~ss than ten ..
prrcent of the cost o~ production. Thus,
dcductfon of indirect homemarket
selling expenses undersectio,i..·
7i3(c)(l)(B) is a nullity. '
·
DOC Response:
disap.
Department is required, by section . -.., .·
773(3} of the Act and § 353.lO(e) .of the o:
Commerca,,rqpdatioiµi, to red~ce,to ESP
by the amO\lllt of the selling expenses
incurred by. odor the.account of the
exporter in the' United States. ·.
Section 773 of the Act requires us to
__ : make adjustments to foreign market
~value for. differences in circumstances of
'':~sale, and§ 353.tS(c)of the Commerce · \ · Regulations specifies that, in making, comparisons using exporter's sales
price, we make a reasonable allowance
for actual selling.expeqses_lncurred In
the hpme market, ·up. to the ampunt of
the selling expenses incurred i!l the
Unite~ States market. This adjustment is
not limited .to cases in which sales form
the basis of foreign market value:
§ 353.15 applies to ','sales. or other criteria applicable. on w~ich a ..
determination of foreign mar~t value is
to be based". In Cellular Mobile
.
Telephones apil Subassemblies ff'O!ll .
japan (50 FR 45447, 10/31/85, we noted
·.
·
that:

rhe adjustment for circumstances of
sale described above does not nullify
section 773(e)(t)(B) because the
Department makes the appropriate
cal.culation under that provision before
maJUng tlie ~djustment under section ·
7.73(a)(4)(8).
The
· Petitioner's Comment 23: Petitioner
argues that the Department should :
exercise Its discretion to deduct a
reasonable resale profit for sales made
through NBCA. The Intema.tional
AntidWJ,'lping Code, implemented as part
of U.S. law by the Trade Agreements
Act of 1979, requires that the agency ·
deduct a reasonable profit earned by the
domestic subsidiary. In accordance with
the Congress' intent. the Department
shoul_d'make such an adjustment.
DOC Response: In The Timken·
Company v. United States, supra, the
Court of fotemational Trade rejected
plaintiffs argument that the word
"commissions" in section 204 of the 1921
Act includes profits. The court pointed
out thdl the relevant language of the
1967 lntemational Antidumping Code,
which is identical to that of the 1979
Code. "was never perceived as the
equivalent of section 204 of the 1921 Act
but, to the contrary, was regarded as
'consistent' with that section only
because the (1967) Code provision was
not viewed as mandatory." (Id. at 1347.}
Section 773(a}(4}(B} of the Act provides ·
Nothing in ~e legislative history of the
that where it Is established that the amount
1979 Act suggests that Congress
of any difference between the United States
intended to alter the meaning of the .
price and th~ foreig~ market valu!! is du~ tq
~enn "commissions"' when it enacted
differences in circums:ances of sale. 'due .
section ·n2(e)(l). On the contrary. the.
allowance sha'l be made.' Section 77J(a) of
legislative history of the Act states that
. the Act does not distinguisn constructed
.
section 772."reenacts the provisions of
value from any other m"thod of dctermlning
the Antidurnping Act {of 1921] with
foreign marl.·'t value. Thus;i:lrcum.stances of
respect to ['purchase price' and
sale adjustments (sic) are required where
'exppf!er's sales price") with one
constructed value is use·d as the basis for
sub'stailtive change and one clarifying
'!•:foreign.market vah1e. just as they.are .
change." S. Rep. No. 96-249 at 93 (1979).
required where home marke~ (sic) or third
country price.s are used.
Neither of t}iese changes concerns the .
meaning of the word "commission". The
Similarly,·in Spun Acrylic Yam from
pepartment interprets the word
Italy (50 FR 35849, 9/4/85), we stated
"commissiOn" in section 11i{e)(l} of the
that: "Even·when constructed value is.··
Act _according to its common meaning
the basis for foreign market value, such
and in a manner consistent with the
'
constructed value is subject tci"
legislative history of that section and its
circumstance-of-sale adjustments ..- .
predecessor, section 204 of the 1921 Act.
Adjustments for circumstances of sale
in which the
"commissions". first
are, by definition. limited to
appeared. There is no other provision in
,, consideration of a seller's marketing·
the U.S. law under which the
·":<.'.l'pr,actices. . . .''.
:~ -·
..
Departrlierit could dednct profit The
:i"'! Contrary to petitioner's assertion. the relevant language of the 1979 Code, like
-:-<-'~onstructed· valUe includes general c
that of the 1967 Code, is not mandatory.
.'~expenses associated with.the·home· - ·
Petitianer's Comment 24: Petitioner
market merchandise.' not ·with the U.S.
arg·ues that the Department should not
merchandise or with merchandise sold·
.
establish sepa~te duty rates for
in all markets: thus,·an·adjustment to ·
finished and unfinished products. The
constructed value for U.S. selling· ·class of kind ·or merchandise that is
expenses is appropriate. Abse_nt such as
subject of the investigation mcludes all
adj~stment. the Department \\iould· riot
tapered roller bearings, including .
be making a reasonable comparison of
unfinished tapered roller bearings. Thus,
valuei in the two·markets:
· ,:.
a single rate is appropriate.

We

word
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DOC Response:.We agree. See DOC
response to Respondents' Comment 2.
Caterpillar's Comment: Caterpillar,
Inc:, an importer of TRB's from Japan,
requests that the Department publish
separate cash deposit rates for purchase
price and exporter's.sales transactions.
or. in the alternative, a separate rate for
sales to Caterpillar.
DOC Response: &sed on our
consistent past practice for fair value
investigations of publishing only one
margin rate for a company where both
purchase price and ESP sales are
involved in the analysis, we are
publishing only one margin rate for
NTN.
.
Nissan 8 Comment· Nissan argues that
for the final determination, the
Department must analYze its
questionnaire response and issue a final
determination that Nissan had no sales
at less than fair value. Nissan submits
that th~ reasons offered by the
Department in its refusal to analyze
further Nissan's questionnaire responses
and requested supplemental responses
are without merit. It is physically
impossible for Nissan to retrieve
individual invoices. requested by the.
Department due to the small number of
tapered roller bearings sales subject to
review and the large volume of total
. parts sales. Nissan feels information
already submitted complies
substantially with the Department's
original request for information.
DOC Response: We disagree. By letter
dated May 4,-1987. and a phone
conversation of May 21, 1987, we
infonned Nissan that its response was
incomplete and unusable. The
Department cannot accept Nissan's
request that we use only a few sales and
a '"methodologic.al"_approach to verify
adherence to a home· market price list.
To adequately verify adherence to ·a
home market price list, the Department
would need several complete months
worth of individual sales date at a
·
minimum. FurthermoJ:"e, we would have
to be able to-verify actual sales from
any of the six months within the period
of investigation. Nissan Indicated that
this would not be possible unless
Department officials looked through
thousands of invoices at verification to
find sales of the TRBs involved.
The Departll_lent views Nissan's
request as tantamowit to requiring the
Department to compile a response for
the company al the verification site.
This is totally unaci:eptable. Therefore,
· we found Nissan's volu,ntary reiponse
unverifiable and uinisable for
detennining sales at less _than fair value.
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· DOC.Response: We.agree. We have
/lespondents'Comment B: Koyo
reviewed the prlpes between Koyo and
argues that petitioner's allegation that
Toyota and found that they do not
certain equipment related to the heat
represent arm's.length sales
treatment process could possibly have
transactions because these transactions
been acquired at leas the~ market value.
·were made at sub~tantia!ly lc_>wer. prices
absent any credible evidence. is not
than those for sales to unrelated parties. only speculative b11t also untimely.
We therefore excluded such sales from
coming as it doei after verification.
our analysis. ~
Koyo maintains that its depreciation
Respondents· Cumment 4: Koyo
expenses were satisfactorily verified.
and there is no legal basis to use any
argues that. contrary .to petitioner's
information other than that submitted by
assertions. Koyo's exclusion of
Koyo to the Department ·
aftermarket sales from its U.S. sales
listing was not done unilaterally. Koyo
DOC Response: We agree. The
pointed out to the Department that it
· . Department verified the method of
had not reported these sales early in the
depreciation and depreciation expenses.
investigation. and the Department did
THERE WAS NO BASIS FOR THE
not request further information. Koyo
Department to believe that certain
also argues that the Department should
equipment was acquired at less than
exclude home market sales in ·the
market value.
aftermarket in calculating foreign
Respondents' Comment 7: Koyo, in
market value.
·
answering petitioner's assertion that the
DOC Response: See DOC response .to
verification report fails to treat
. Petitioner's Comment 2. The
adequately the issue of scrap produced
Departmt:nt"s questionnaire required
as a by-product of bearing manufacture.
respondent to report sales at all levels of maintains that Koyo's scrap revenue Is
trade.
very small, that the amount was
Respondents' Comment 5: Koyo
10.
verified. and that rio discrepancies were
requests that the Department compare
Respondents' Comment 2: Koyo ·
noted. In Koyo'1 view, Jhi• iBBue wu
U.S. sales offoumal roller bearings to
argues that the Department should
covered adequately at verification.
third country sales. Because Japan's .
calculate separate margins for · ·
DOC Raponse: We agree. The
narrow-gauged railway system uses
unfinished TRB components and
Department verified necessary
home sealed-type cylindrical roller
finished TRBs. In support of this, Koyo
supporting documentation. such as the
bearings and not the tapered roller
points to an earlier Department
company's iourrµ1l of scrap revenue and
bearings used in the standard guage
determination th.at unfinished TRB
·
invoices.
railway systems of the U.S., there are no
components are not in the same "class
Respondents' Comment 8: Koyo
home market sales of tapered journal
or kind of merchandise" as finished ·
maintains that its response to the
roller bearings or "similar" merchandise. Department on inventory and
TRBs.
Pursuant to the criteria of I 353.S(c) of
DOC Response: We disagree. The
transportation costs related to
the Commerce regulations. the most
petition in the earlier investigation was
subcontractor processing is sufficient.
appropriate third country market for
limited to finished TRBs and, therefore.
despite petitioner's allegation that this is
comparison purposes is Canada. Price
parts were not considered part of the
not the case.
data submitted and verified for Koyo's
"class or kind of merchandise" in that
DOC Response: We a~e. The ·
Canadian sales should be used by the
investigation. The petition in this
Deparbnent has verified costs related to
Department in calculating foreign
investigation covers both finished TRBs
subcontractor processing.
market value for tapered iournal roller
and parts. On the basis of the product
Respondents' Comment IJ: Koyo
bearings.
coverage of the petition. we have
maintains that -tb~ i8' no reason to use
DOC Response: This point was not
determined that the finished TRBs and
parts are one "class" or kind of
raised by Koyo until its pre-hearing brief information oth" than ~t submitted by
Koyo and verified by the Department
merchandise." For purposes of this
filed with the Department on July 2. ·
concerning labor cost. All labor costs
1987. To quote from Koyo's January 5,
investigation. we have published one
were verified.
1987, response p. 15, "App. 8-4.lists all
rate for the "class or kind of
DOC /fesponse: We agree. The
sales from Koyo to KCU (Koyo·
merchandise" sold be each respondent
Department has verified all labor costs.
in accordance with Department practice. Corporation of the United States of
both direct and indirect.
America)." Nothing in the response
except for the separate purchase price
Respondents' Commenl 10: koyo
· rate for NTN.
narrative indicated that third country
Respondents' Comment 3: Koyo
maintains that petitioner's assertion that
sales data had been submitted. nor did
·requests the Department to exclude ·.
Koyo ''may~ have obtained goods and/
any Information contained on koyo'1 ·
home market sales to Toyota from Its
or services from either related or
computer printouts indicate submission
calculation of foreign market value.
·unrelated subcontractors at prices less
of Canadian sales information. Because
than cost Is completely unsupported.
Pursuant to § 353.22(b) of the Commerce
the Department was unaw·are of these
regulations. the Department must
Koyo submits that the prices chars.ed by
sales. the Department did not verify the
·exclude sales to related parties if these
relevant data. Furtherinore. Koyo did · · all its subcontractors are at prices .
transactions are not made at arm's
generally reflected in similar arm's
not furnish cost data on these bearirigs.
length transactions and therefore are at
length prices. Transactions between
However, since ioumal roller bearings
Koyo and Toyota are. in fact, transfers
·constitute a very sniall portion -0f kc!yo'• market value. There being no credible .
between related parties and are not at
evidence of record to the contrary. these
U.S. sales. we did not include them in·
arm's length.
prices must and should be accepted.
our analysis.

Respondents' Comnients:
Respondents' Comme11t 1.-·
Respo'1dents urged the Department to
apply Its !lpeclal currency conversion
.
provision beeause of the drastic
appreciation of the yen between
September 1~ and mid-1986.
Specifically, NTN offers two
suggestions: • · · · .
1. Utilize the"\nJst recent quarterly
exchange rate that existed' prior to the
governmental revaluation of the yenthe certified rate for the third quarter of ·
1985. or
· .
··
2. Utilize the certified quarterly
exchange rate for the calendar quarter .
preceding the date on which the
products entered NBCA's inventory.
Koyo asks that the Department use .
the rate for the third quarter of 1985 or.
alternatively, lag the exchange rate by
90 days. Because the yen/dollar
exchange rate did not stabilize until July
1986. a reasonable time thereafter
should be allowed for price revisions.
DOC Response: We disagree. See
DOC response to Petitioner's Comment
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'.:: DOCrliesponse: We ~gnie. Th~·.... ,.·... ·-~· (1) NTN challenges petitioner's
.cost of producing and selling the
merchandise. The Department has
Dep~,rtment has vilified subcontracted
allegation that there is·no evidence that
mi5interpreted Congressional Intent by
~~JJl,;to both the related and unrelated
the discounts claimed by NTN are not.
· sul)9_qntrators.· There was no basia for
directly related to the sales in question.
attempting lo Include· sales and . .
'adininistra~ve expenses In such costs.
' . theJ~~pa~ent to believe·.that Koyo· .'
NTN mallitains that the Department's
may--;,bave obtained them at prices which .verification report demonstrates. •.
DOC Response: We disagree. Section
. werel~!J8 tha_n arm's length, or lesii.~a·n ' petitioner's allegation to be factu.ally
"3(b)(2) provid~ ,that merchan41se be
Incorrect. Jnd that these same discounta sold "at pricei 'which permit recoveey of
the related subcontractor'a coat.
· · Respondepts.' Comment 11: Koyo
were claimed by NTN in the remand ·
.. all.!=9sL ·.. "This, can only be
.
maintains tHa'·clocumentation on· .
case and granted by ITA. Thul, they
determine!!. If the costs and prices are
df1preciation l!?tpenses was ~ .
should be grantP.d here.
·
comp~red on an equal basis. Therefore,
Q>mp~ehensively analped and ,
· (2) Regarding credit expense; NTN
in calculatiiig cost of production it ts
review.ed.~t ,verifi~tio11, contr81)' to·
maintains that this eXJ)ense was· fully
!lpproprlate .to include selllilg. general .
. petitioner'~.a11.se.f!ion this w_as. not caae.
verified. Moreover, the expense is based . and administrative.experuies since these
l<~yo_ Qia~t~iJ!s.that,tbe~_ls no.reason
on NTN'a actual experience and not
clearly &re part of the cost of the
for die Department to use any other· .,
"market research". NTN asserts that the merchandise in question. . .
.
aouri;e·of.info,Qiiation for depreciation
ITA may not reject a companf's actual
ltbspondents' Comment 18: ~
eicpg!'!l~s. s.1~~.a,detajled Jist of. , .
experience on the basis or' some . · :
.asserts that the Deparbnent's use of an
equJpment. _a.long with the.depreciation
hypothetical experience alleged by
absolute percentage when determining
expense: hi. the .current i>~tiod of each
petitioner. There is rio basis for rejecting \\l.hether to rejec~ sales billow cost of
i'ti!m' Wa~ m~de ~v.ailable at verification
NTN's· claim since this claimed expense
production.ls arbitra,Y and COl)trary to
and was venfied: ' !
.
.
is supported by substantial eviden.ce of
'law. The 10/90 test~,.applied by the
DOC.Re~ponse: See DOC res1fonse. to
record which' has been verified.
Department does not measure whether
petitioner's' Comment 17. · ·
·
(3) Regarding the ESP offset, NTN
ali costs.are reco.vered'ovcr a
Respoiideii/:;' Comimmt 17: Koyo fin~s im1intains that its claims for indfrect
reaso11.a~le period of~e. The.test does
selling expenses have been fully
petjtionet's statements ~garding the
not consider.profitability or. the extent to
reporting of AKBMC-ptodut;ed 6-4'• TJ\B substantiated in the verification report.
which sales are made above the cost of
sales to be ·grossly misleading.·l(oyo ·
NTN further points out that they have
production, the. oniyJactor ~ed In the
not. as alleged by petl~oner, sought lo
asserts·that Slictlon &-& of Its respanle
test la quantity and that does not.. ·
Is a listing of all aucb 1ales tO OEM ··
· include sen~ral corporate expenses
provide the Department with data on
customers, 'and believes petitioner's ·
•Wirelated to selling. Thes.e 1iam.e .
which to.Judge whether.all cost•· are
confusion anaes from.the fact that
expenses have been previously allowed . recovered. ~e Departmen.t must reject
computer problems prohibited the·
by the ITAin.th!! remand case.
its current l0/90 test and adopt one that ·
(4) As with FMV expenses, NTN.
Department from using th.e.s.e.s~les ln.lts
·Is reasonable under the factual
preliminary determination~ &·problem · · maintains that'petitioner's allegatio~
circumstances of this ~se and ..
that has since been resolved.· .
.,.,
with regard to ESP expenses are . . .
consiil,ent With la'V· The Pepartment
DOC Response: Koyo sul>mitted a' ·
incorrect. and that NTN has fully
must explain. the basis for.rejecting .
corrected reporting of these· sales in a
report·ed all expenses requested by ITA.
.below,.cost sales in this case. Only if It
revised .tape ·dated July 8, 1987. ;, · ·
NTN asserts that aU Interest expenses
promulgat~d'the 10/90. test as a rule in
Respondents' Comment 13: NTN
have been fully accounted for as either
accordance with the Administrali\'e
~rgues _tha~ lhe Department should use
direct or indirei:t selling expenses. N'J'.N
Procedures Act (5 U.S.C. 353) could ii
·oruy those sales made in the usual
has reported Inventory carrying
apply the. per.centages without
commercial quantity when calculating
exptmses fully and finds no basis on
· explaining.its conclusions.
· .whitjl to impute. any other interest
foreign market value. NTN maintains
DOC.Response:We disagree. Section
tbat~the law (19 U.S.C. 1677(17)) speaks
· expmse hi addition to' that which has ,
773(b) of the Act requires tlte
in te'tms of Identifying the usual
been fepcirted.
· ,
Department to reject home market sales
"qua'ntity," not the.usual price, as has
(5) On its purchase price tranaactions,
:.made at lesa than the cost of production
NTN points out that it paid a .:
been:suggested by petitioner. There is
if such sales:(l) were. "made over an
no basis for the Department to reject
commisaion to a related party, and In .
extended P.eriod of time and in
·
NTN's position with regard to usual
keeping with longstanding practi.ce, ITA
substantial quantities.'' and (2) do not
commercial quantities.
should disregard this related company
permit ·the company to·recover all costs
DOC Response: See DOC response to
commission.
:·
··
"within a reasonable period of time in
"Petitioner's Comment 3.''
noc·Respo11JJe: We agree and have
the no.nnal course of. trade."
Respondents' Comment 14: The
. treated .the subject expenses
The Depai:tment's \0/90 test la a.
Department should adjust the foreign
accordingly; ·
· ·
·
· ·.
reasonable BuJdeline br interpretive rule,
--- -- Respondents' Comment 15: NTN ·
market value for differences In···
a statement of current pblicy, for
circumstances of sale and F.SP offset
contends that the calculation of the
determining whether sales have been
using credit expenses, techri.ical service
:·~~st ~f producing·' the merchandise for
made in sul:>stslitial quantities. Above 10
. purp~ses of.determining whether sales
expenses. sales c:Ommiasions.
percent the Department reasonably may
advertising. an~ warehouse expenses,
. _were·made below cost under section
Infer that below-cost 1ale8 are
for.N:fN.
·
"3(b).of th.e Act was arbitrary and
~ asserts that petitioner·s
contrary to law because certain costs. in ·aystematic and in substantial numbers
unless there ia evidencie to the ·contrary.
alleg{ltion that NTN'a cla~ed . .
addition to those Incurred In producing
··Wherever suffiCieilt Information to the
adji;fi!_tments to foreign ma~et valµe are· .the merchandise, were included. The··
contrary is preseiited:·the Department
noffactually sµpported •nd-that · .
· hµ1guage of the Act (19 U.S.C. 1677b(b))
doea not apply the io/90 teal See.,e,a..
verification has raised doubts as to the ·
providea th.it it ia the coat of produclns
..tJie merchandise in question that la to be Fall-llarvestl!d·&und ~Whita Potatoes
factual basis on which to make these
/rom·Ciinadii.·(48 FR 51669, 1983) ·
adjustments Is unfounded. NTN answers considered when detenninina whether
affirmed, Southwest Florida Winter
each of petitioner's points as follows:
sales were made below cost, not the·
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Vt1getablc Growers v. UD.ited Stales, .5 .
Respomler:ls' Comment 19: Nl'N
ITRD 2019, 2023 (CIT, 1924) {50 percent
.maintain1 that accounliDB methods
test applied). Similarly, unless the
followed by NTN Toyo are in accord
KowO ~ Co.• \.Id .............._. _ _ _
10 ..
respondent demonstrates that we should with generally accepted accounting'
47.05
~ fOfO 8ol!1ng Co. t.111.-·---·--·
examine a particular period, the
principle& in Japan, have been
•U7
.Al Olll8rs.......................- .......,..--........- - Department considen the period of ,
acceptable to the Japanese.government
in NJ'N Toyo'• reporting to the Ministry
Investigation "an extended period of
of Finance, and found by the
time." In this lnve11tisation. NTN offered
NoUfication
no.evidence to•uggesl lhal tOpeiceni iw Department in the remand case to be
reliable
and
accurate,
going
against
more of total sales during the period of
In accordance with section 735(d) al
petitioner's allegation that the system of the Act, we have notified the ITC of our
· Investigation constitute• leH than
accounting used is unacceptable.
"substantial quantitles" over "an
determination. ff 08 ITC detemainee
For the·same reasons, petttloner'1i
extended period or time." It provided no.
that material injury, or !hreat of material
-allegations on reporting of depreciation, · iiijUry, does not exist. this proceedina
evidence based on its particular
overhead. and R&D must also be
circmnstances or the particular
will be terminated and all .ecurltiee
rejected. 1n the case of R!rD, NTN
circumstances of 1he Japanese bearing
posted aa a result of the .aepemion of
auerta that there is no hasi1 on which
industry.
liquidation wil be.refundedar cancelled.
to increase COP for the producia under
NTN submitted no information·
However, if the ITC determines &bat
investigation
for
theoretical
R&D
that
is
indicating 1hat co1ts 1>1"priaes were
totaHy unrelated to the subject products. such injury does exiat. we will iHue an
changing to an extent that would p~it
antidumping duty order directing
There must be some reasonable and ·
the company to recover aU costs within
Customs officers to assess an
factual
basis
for
such
an
allocation
of
any reasonable period of time.
antidumping dutj on tapered roller
cost.
In
the
absence
of
such
a
basis,
Therefore, the Department concludes
bearings from Japan entered. or
respondent asserts there should be no
that NTN's substantial number of
withdrawn
from warehouse. for
addition
for
R&D.
below-cost sales during the period of
consumption after the suspension of.
DOC Response: We disagree. See
investigation will not pennlt the
tiq1Jidation, 'equal to the amount by
OOC response to Petitioner's Comment
company to recover all COllll ''within•
21.
which the forep market vaiue exceeds
ieaaonable periodd time .in lhe normal
Respondents' Comment 20: Counsel
the1J.S. price.
·
course of trade."
for
NTN
rejects
any
inference
made
by
determination
Is
published
This
Respondents' Comment 17:
.
petitioner that ANBMC did not disclose
ptirs'uant lo section 735(d) of the Act (l9
Relipoildents arsue that the Department
adjustments ma~e to all factory costs
u.s.c. 1673d(d)).
Incorrectly considered technical service
incurred. NTN maintains that where
and advertising expense• in the u.s; as
AU8118l
10. 1987.
adjustments were made, the
direct expenaea.
IAiftW.M-.
adjustment.a were fully explai.Ded and
· DOC Response: We agree. The U.S.
aupporting documentation was
ActiDB AssiatanJ Secretary fOI' Trad8
advertising reviewed at verification was
provided. ANBMC's costs as reported
d.dministratioa.
,
general in nature and directed at
should be used to calcwate ESP for the
(FR Doc. 87-18735.Piled &-14-81; 8:45 em)
purchasers of TRBs as opposed to the
products involved. ·
.
BILLING CODE . . . . . .
customers' customers. The technical, .
DOC Response: The Department ..
service expenset1 were mainly salaries
agrees in part. While the Department ..
of technicians and the services
does not agree with respondents's
performed were not based on contfact
allegation that the accounting system Ior
requirement&. Therefore, we determined
two plants was found to be accurate for
that these are properly treated as
the products under investigation; no
indirect selling expeoaes.
adjustment was made because the coste
. Repondenls' Comment 18: NTN
under conaideraiion were an iiltegral
alleges that the Department'• deduction
part of the system.
:
•of "indirect"' eeUing expenses from the
Continuation
of
Suspemion
of
U.S. price was contrary to law because
Liquidation
differences in circumstance of sale
adjustments are to be made to forei8n
We are directing the U.S. Customs
market value. NTN submits that the
Service to continue to suspend ·
Department's practice of deducting
liquidation of.all .entries of tapered roller
direct selling expenses from lJ.S. price
bearings from Japan that are entered. or
as a means of making such an·
withdrawn from warehouse, for · ·
adjustment results in an upward
consumption. on or after the date of ·
distortion of the .w~ghted average
publication orthis notice in
J'sdera1
margin. The Department incorrectly .
Rejister. The U.S. Custolils Service shall
deducted direct selling expenses {which
continue to require a i:ash deposit or the
are circumstance-of sale adjustments)
posting of a bond on all entries equ.al to
· from the U.S. .Price instead of adjusting
the estimated average amount' by which
the foreign market value for the
the f~ign market value of the
difference in the circumstances of eales
merchandise subject to this ·
as required by the Act (19 U.S.C.
investigation exceeds the United States
1677b(a}(4}(8)).
price as shown in the· table belew. Ibe' ·
suspension ofliquidation wili remain in
DOC Response: We disasree. See
DOC response to Petitioner"• Comment
effect until further notice. The .mailtns
·are as follows:
·
n.

.rit

die

